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he Standard Model is a quantum field theory whose aim is to explain three of the
fundamental forces of nature: electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear. 25
particles are grouped within the Standard Model: 12 fermions, and 13 bosons. The
fermion sector of the Standard Model consists of quarks and leptons. The physical interactions
between them are governed through the exchange of the bosons.
The charmonium is a bound system of a charm and an anti-charm quark. The study of
its spectrum production, and decay properties provide essential information for the under-
standing of the strong force, described within the framework of the Standard Model by the
quantum chromodynamics theory.
The first experiments studying the charmonium used e+e− annihilations that allowed
directly accessing only states with JPC = 1−−. Later, pp¯ collisions were used with the possi-
bility to directly access a broader range of charmonium states. Due to the high backgrounds,
however, this technique allows easily studying only charmonium decays with a clear signature,
mainly electromagnetic decays.
Recently, a new opportunity to collect and analyse large samples of charmonium states
has been offered by the B–Factories: experiments like BaBar, Belle, and CLEO that study
e+e− annihilations at the Υ(4S) mass energy.
In these experiments, charmonium states are copiously produced not only in decays of B
mesons, but also from a variety of other processes, such as inclusive production in continuum
e+e− interactions, formation in e+e− after photon radiation from the initial state, or γγ
fusion with two quasi-real photons.
This dissertation concerns a search for the 11P1 charmonium state (hc). The properties of
this state are of particular interest for the test of several phenomenological models describing
charmonium spectrum and decay.
This state has been observed in recent pp¯ and B–Factory experiments[22][23][24], but these
observations need further confirmation. Moreover a precise measure of the mass of this state
is essential to put stringent constraints on the effective potential models, and still missing.
Using a non-relativistic framework, indeed the expected value for the hc mass is fixed to the
centre of gravity of the three χc J masses.
The work presented in this document describes the analysis I have performed using data
recorded by the BaBar experiment in the last 5 years, corresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of about 210 fb−1 taken at the energy of the Υ(4S) mass.
My analysis consists in the search of the hc charmonium state in the process B±→hcK±
with hc→ηcγ and ηc→hadrons. As control sample, the process B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ
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and J/ψ→hadrons has been analysed too. The choice of this channel is due to the fact that
ηc hadronic decays are well known[1] and that the study of production in B± decays allows
setting several kinematics constraints that sensibly cut down the backgrounds. Furthermore
the hc radiative decay is expected to occur with a large rate[42][43] (50%), thus not disfavouring
this decay in comparison with direct hadronic decays.
During my doctoral studies, I have actively participated in the BaBar Collaboration, not
only developing this analysis, but also working on the detector. Besides having taken part to
data acquisition shifts, I have been responsible of the BaBar muon sub-detector, and I have
worked on this sub-detector upgrade.
In the first Chapter, after a brief introduction, I give an overview of the charmonium
physics, and of the potential models developed to reproduce its mass spectrum. The chapter
ends with the description of various typologies of charmonium production and decay, focusing
the attention on what is relevant for my analysis.
Chapter 2 shows in detail the PEP–II machine, the BaBar experiment, its sub-detectors,
and the DAQ chain.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the standard tools used by all BaBar analyses: Monte Carlo
techniques, luminosity and BB¯ measurement, charged and neutral particles reconstruction
and identification.
In Chapter 4 I delineate the reconstruction algorithm used in my analysis, the criterion
used to choose the best B candidate when more than one are available, and all the cut-based
criteria considered in the signal extraction from the backgrounds.
The outline of the optimisation algorithm used to improve the background rejection is
presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter the optimisation results and the signal and background
estimations for the hc “blinded” sample are also shown. Plots relative to the tables presented
in this chapter are collected in Appendix A.
The last chapter delineates the techniques used to set upper limits on the branching






article physics is the study of the fundamental particles interaction. The theory de-
scribing our knowledge of particle physics is called Standard Model. Arising from
Gell-Mann’s “Eight-Fold Way”[6], the Standard Model provides a basis for describing
all phenomena except those where gravity is involved.
In the model, there are 12 particles organized into three family of increasing mass. Each
family consists of two quarks and two leptons. Each particle has an accompanying anti-
particle with the same mass but opposite quantum numbers. In the model the particles
interact via three forces: electromagnetic, weak and strong.
The electromagnetic force occurs between
Figure 1.1: Fundamental particles of the Stan-
dard Model
any two charged particles, mediated by the
photon, and affects both quarks and charged
leptons. The weak force occurs between all
particles in the Standard Model and it is re-
sponsible for nuclear decay. Neutrinos inter-
act only via the weak force. The mediators of
the weak force are W± and Z0. The strong
force occurs between the quarks only and is
the force that holds the nucleus together. The
strong force is mediated by gluons. The prop-
erties of these particles are summarized in Fig-
ure 1.1.
The electromagnetic and weak forces are
well understood. It has been demonstrated,
indeed, that they are two manifestations of
the same force, called electro-weak force[7][8][9].
The strong force, however, is much more complicated. The constant that dictates the
strength of this interaction is not constant at all; it actually increases with the distance (and
inversely with energy) between two quarks. This leads to a phenomena known as confinement
and explains why quarks are found only in composite systems, such as protons and neutrons
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and not as free particles. At very high energies (short distances), the coupling goes to zero
leading to asymptotic freedom.
This dissertation focuses on the charmonium system, the bound state of a charm and
anti-charm quark, which is an excellent laboratory to study the nature of the strong force.
However, even if is not explicitly referred, most of the arguments presented in this chapter
apply as well to the bound state of a beauty and anti-beauty quark (bottomonium).
1.1 The discovery of Charm
Late in 1974 a group led by Burton Richter at SLAC noticed an enhancement in the e+–e−
cross-section in a very narrow energy region near the centre of mass energy of 3.1GeV[10] and
another at 3.7GeV[11] (Figures 1.2 and 1.3).
At the same time, Samuel Ting and his group at
Figure 1.2: Cross-sections show-
ing the ψ[10] signal at SLAC: the
hadronic (a), e+e− (b) and µ+µ−
(c) cross-sections respectively.
Brookhaven measured a similar enhancement (Figure 1.4),
colliding protons on a beryllium target and looking for e+e−
final states with an invariant mass of 3.1GeV[12].
In what later would be called the November Revolu-
tion, these two groups submitted their findings together in
November 1974 and the particle at 3.1GeV was named J/ψ.
The width of these resonances was about 1000 times less
than other known resonances in this energy region. Current
models of the time were not sufficient to describe the nar-
rowness of these resonances, which correspond to unusually
long lifetimes.
Earlier, in 1970, Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani[13] had
proposed an additional quark to go along with the up, down
and strange quarks known at the time.
This additional quark was a way of explaining strange
phenomena in the neutral kaon decays: it had been ob-
served that the decay rate for K+→µ+νµ (a strangeness
changing charged current weak decay) was many orders of
magnitude larger than the rate K0L→µ+µ− (a strangeness
changing neutral current weak decay).
According to Cabibbo theory[14], the coupling of the Z0
to the quark was:






while the charged current coupling was given by:
JW+ = ud¯ cosϑc + us¯ sinϑc (1.2)
In both of these expressions the last term is the
strangeness changing term. The magnitudes of the two terms are comparable and a large
difference in the charged and neutral currents rates would not be expected.
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Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani[13] proposed the existence of a fourth, up-like, quark. In
that way there were two doublets of quarks (u, d) and (c, s). As in Cabibbo theory, the d
and s quark eigenstates for the weak interaction are mixtures of the mass eigenstates:
Figure 1.3: Cross-sections
showing the ψ′[11] hadronic
cross-section observed at
SLAC.
d′ = dcosϑc + s sinϑc (1.3)
s′ = s cosϑc − d sinϑc (1.4)
thus, the charged current is unchanged, but the neutral one
becomes





− (ss¯ + dd¯) sin2 ϑc − (sd¯ + s¯d− sd¯− s¯d) sinϑc cosϑc
= uu¯ + cc¯− dd¯− ss¯ (1.5)
The introduction of the fourth quark produces an addi-
tional term in the neutral current that cancels with the
strangeness changing term. This new quark was called charm
because it “charms away” the neutral current contribution.
In reality, the cancellation is not complete because there is a
difference between the masses of the up and charm quarks.
While this procedure, known as the GIM mechanism,
Figure 1.4: The e+e− invariant
mass revealing the J signal at
Brookhaven[12]
nicely described why the rate for strangeness changing neu-
tral currents was so low, it came at a high cost: the intro-
duction of a new, undetected particle of an unknown mass.
The GIM mechanism remained a rather curious result
and the proposed charm quark was not accepted until the
discoveries at SLAC and Brookhaven, where it was quickly
realized that the narrow resonances could only be explained
by identifying the resonances as a bound state of charm and
anti-charm quarks[15]. Later, as the cc¯ system was better un-
derstood, it was named charmonium in analogy to the e+e−
bound state, positronium, which showed a similar spectrum
of states.
1.2 The cc¯ system
The long lifetime of the J/ψ is due to two factors. The strong decay to charmed mesons is
kinematically prohibited: the mass of the lightest charmed meson, the D0, is more than half
the mass of the J/ψ. In addition, the annihilation of the charm quarks to two or three hard
gluons is suppressed due to the small coupling to high-energy gluons. This effect is known as
Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) suppression rule[16].



























Figure 1.5: The charmonium spectrum below the open charm threshold. Unconfirmed transitions
are represented by dashed lines.
Therefore, since the OZI suppressed decay is the only one allowed, the lifetime is quite long.
Above the threshold of 3.729GeV, the decay to charmed mesons is possible, so charmonium
states are much more short lived.
Like hydrogen and positronium, charmonium has a spectrum of radial and orbital states.
The J/ψ and ψ′ are two lowest lying states with JPC = 1−−. The charmonium states below
the open charm threshold are shown in Figure 1.5 and properties are summarised in Table 1.1.
Charmonium states were produced and studied through the reaction e+e−→(cc¯)[10][17][18]
in which the charmonium state is generated by a virtual photon and so only states with
JPC = 1−− can be produced. More recently, another class of experiments[19][20][21] has made
all states in the spectrum directly accessible through formation in pp¯ annihilation. The
high accuracy in the knowledge of beam parameters has allowed the precise measurement of
resonance shape parameters.
All of the states except the 11P1 (hc), the 21S0 (ηc(2S)), and ψ (3836) (above the open-
charm threshold) have been confirmed and well measured. Only few observation of the hc
has been reported[22][23][24], but it still lacks confirmation, while, after the first claim of an
State n2S+1LJ Mass Width IG(JPC)
ηc 11S0 (2979.6± 1.2) MeV 17.3+2.7−2.5MeV 0+(0−+)
J/ψ 13S1 (3096.916± 0.011) MeV (91.0± 3.2) KeV 0−(1−−)
χc 0 13P0 (3415.19± 0.34) MeV (10.1± 0.8) MeV 0+(0++)
χc 1 13P1 (3510.59± 0.10) MeV (0.91± 0.13) MeV 0+(1++)
hc ? 11P1 (3526.21± 0.25) MeV < 1.1MeV (90%CL) 0−(1+−)
χc 2 13P2 (3556.26± 0.11) MeV (2.11± 0.16) MeV 0+(2++)
ηc(2S) ? 21S0 (3654± 6± 8) MeV — 0+(0−+)
ψ(2S) 23S1 (3686.093± 0.034) MeV (281± 17) KeV 0−(1−−)
Table 1.1: Masses, widths, and assigned quantum numbers for the charmonium states below the
open charm threshold[1]. The states marked with the ? symbol need confirmation (hc and ηc(2S)).
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ηc(2S) candidate by the Crystal Ball Collaboration[25], only very recently Belle, CLEO and
BaBar have reported its observation[26][27][29][30].
Charmonium has proved a remarkable laboratory for the study of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD). The study of its spectrum provides fundamental information about the inter-quark
potential. The decays of charmonium states are a source of information about the value of
the strong coupling constant. The production rate in various high-energy processes can give
valuable insight into the heavy quark–anti-quark interactions as well as into the elementary
processes leading to the production of the (cc¯) pair.
Furthermore, these mesons are produced in several reactions of great importance for the
study of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and of CP violation. The following
sections deal with these points in more detail.
1.3 Potential models
Even though the charmonium mass spectrum is qualitatively similar to the positronium spec-
trum, the non-perturbative features of QCD prevent the possibility of describing it on the
basis of the fundamental theory of the interaction.
For this reason the natural approach to the charmonium spectroscopy is to build an
effective potential model describing the observed mass spectrum. This approximation allow
to integrate out many fundamental effects like gluon emission or light quark pairs and to
deal with an effective potential which is the result of the (cc¯) direct interaction as well as the
energy of the gluon field.
This potential should nevertheless reproduce the two main features of the bound quark
states in the two limits of small and large distance: asymptotic freedom and confinement.
The (cc¯) system can be described with a Schro¨edinger equation:
H Φ (x) = EΨ(x) (1.6)
where the Hamiltonian is
H = H0 +H ′ (1.7)
and H0 can be expressed by a free particle Hamiltonian plus a non-relativistic potential V (r)
H0 = 2mc +
p2
2mc
+ V (r) (1.8)
where mc is the charm quark mass and p its momentum. H ′ includes the spin and orbital
dependent part of the strong interaction, explaining the charmonium fine structure.
V(r) can be built thinking at the properties of the strong interaction in the limit of small
and large distances. At small distance the potential between the quarks is coulomb-like





where r is the distance between the quarks and αs is the running strong coupling constant.
The value of the running coupling constant αs decreases as 1/ ln r at short distances as a
result of the asymptotic freedom of the strong interaction.
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At large distance the confinement term is dominating. It can be written in the form
V (r) ∼ kr (1.10)
where k is called string constant. The energy of a (cc¯) system increases with the distance, so
the absence of free quarks in nature is explained by this confinement term.

















k = 1 GeV/fm
Figure 1.6: The behaviour of the Cornell po-
tential
Cornell potential[31][32] is obtained





Figure 1.6 shows the functional behaviour of
the potential. Due to the fact that the potential
has spherical symmetry, the charmonium wave
function can be expressed as:
Ψ (r, ϑ, φ) = Rn, l (r)Y ml (ϑ, φ) (1.12)
However potential is not enough accurate to
reproduce the mass difference for charmonium
states in the same orbital angular momentum.
To explain the charmonium fine structure one
needs additional interaction terms depending on
S and L[33]:
H ′ = VLS + VSS + VT (1.13)
Where the various terms have the following meaning:
· Spin-orbit: this term splits the states with the same orbital angular momentum de-












· Sin-spin this term describe the effect of the interaction between the spin of the quarks. It








· Tensor the tensor potential, in analogy with electrodynamics, contains the tensor effects















where ~S = ~S1 + ~S2, while VV and VS denote respectively the vectorial and scalar part into
which the Cornell potential can be divided. More in detail, the coulomb part of the Cornell
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mState −mJ/ψ
State PDG[1] MB(1983)[34] GRS(1989)[35] GJRS(1994)[36]
ηc −117MeV −113MeV −115.8MeV −109.0MeV
χc 0 318.3MeV 285MeV 315.3MeV 318.6MeV
χc 1 413.7MeV 391MeV 410.1MeV 414.4MeV
hc 429.3MeV 428MeV 456.6MeV 459.1MeV
χc 2 459.3MeV 405MeV 421.6MeV 429.4MeV
ηc(2S) 557MeV 490MeV 522.2MeV 525.4MeV
ψ(2S) 589.17MeV 560MeV 592.8MeV 588.9MeV
Table 1.2: Charmonium mass states splitting (with respect to J/ψ). Theoretical predictions ob-
tained with potential models and compared with experimental values
potential corresponds to one gluon exchange and contributes only to the vector part VV of
the potential; the scalar part VS is due to the linear confining potential. The linear confining
term could in principle contribute both to VS and VV , but the fit of the χc J masses suggests
that the VV contribution is small[34].
There are other suggestions for the function of the binding potential V (r), but they are
essentially coincident with the values from (1.11) in the region from 0.1 fm to 1.0 fm (the
dimension scale of the (cc¯) system) and lead to similar results.
The theory cannot predict the coefficients weighting the different contributions from the
various terms of the potential (1.6). In addition, all theoretical energy levels can be corrected
to take into account relativistic effects. All those contributions need to be compared with
experimental data of charmonium spectroscopy to evaluate the relative weight.
Table 1.2 shows the comparison between predictions and experimental values for the mass
splitting with respect to the J/ψ.
Another possibility to predict the charmonium mass spectrum is to compute it with lattice
QCD, which is essentially QCD applied to a discrete four-dimensional space. The field theory
fundamental principles and path integral can be used to calculate, with a computer, the
properties of the strong interaction.
To compute the heavy quarkonia spectrum, the NRQCD can be applied to the lattice
mState −mJ/ψ
State PDG[1] Chen(2001)[38] Okamoto et al.(2002)[39]
ηc 2979.6MeV 3012MeV 3003MeV
J/ψ 3096.916MeV 3090MeV 3088MeV
χc 0 3415.19MeV 3465MeV 3442MeV
χc 1 3510.59MeV 3519MeV 3517MeV
hc 3526.21MeV — 3549MeV
χc 2 3556.26MeV 3517MeV 3519MeV
ηc(2S) 3654MeV 3700MeV 3806MeV
ψ(2S) 3686.093MeV 3750MeV 3849MeV
Table 1.3: Recent results for the charmonium states masses from lattice NRQCD computation.
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calculation. The bottomonium spectrum is well reproduced, even if it is not possible to
compare the mass value for the ηb state, which is not observed. The charmonium system,
on the other side, is more relativistic and not so well described by the NRQCD; anyway
the observation of the ground state ηc allows the determination of mc directly from the
mηc measurement
[37]. Table 1.3 summarise some lattice QCD results for the masses of the
charmonium states. These results are less precise than the ones obtained with the non-
relativistic potential model and have low predictive power for not observed states, but the
advantage of this approach is that all the mass values come directly from the application of
NRQCD just setting the scale for 1P − 1S or 2S − 1S and it is not needed to fit the whole
spectrum.
1.3.1 The 11P1 state
The confirmation of the resonance hc and the measurement of its parameters are fundamental
to understand the nature of strong interactions.
Using the potential model discussed in the previous paragraph, under some hypothesis it
can be affirmed that the responsible of the levels separation in P wave (for example the three
χc J states with quantum numbers 13PJ) are only the spin-orbit and tensor terms.
Thus the hc state, which has quantum numbers 11P1, is expected to be unperturbed and
its mass to be the one of the centre of gravity of the three χc J states:
mhc =
∑
J (2J + 1)mχc J∑
J 2J + 1
(1.17)
A precise measurement of the hc mass and its difference from the centre of gravity of
the three 13PJ states would give an estimation for the deviation of the vector part of the
quark–anti-quark interaction from pure one gluon exchange.
hc has been observed in recent pp¯ and B–Factory experiments[22][23][24], but these obser-
vations need further confirmation. E760 experiment has set an upper limit on the state width
of 1.1MeV, 90%CL.
Theoretical calculations suggest that this state should decay into hadrons and radiatively


















Figure 1.7: Example of continuum production diagrams: e+e−→(cc¯)qq¯ (left), e+e−→(cc¯) gg (cen-
tre), and e+e−→(cc¯) g (right)
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1.4 Charmonium production at BaBar
B–Factories, like BaBar, are also abundant sources of charmonium states. The main methods
of production include:
· Continuum e+e− interactions
· Initial state radiation
· γγ fusion
· B meson decays
A part from these methods, a charmonium state can be also produced from the decay of a
heavier charmonium state.
Next sections give more detail on these processes.
1.4.1 Continuum charmonium production
At
√





Measured[44][45] cross-sections for e+e−→J/ψX and e+e−→ψ(2S) are about 1 pb, while
upper limits exist[45] for the χc 1 and the χc 2 of 0.35 and 0.66 pb respectively.
For phase space availability reasons, e+e−→(cc¯) (cc¯) process should be suppressed respect
to e+e−→(cc¯) gg. In particular, in non-relativistic calculations, one can derive
σ
(
e+e−→(cc¯) gg) > σ (e+e−→(cc¯) (cc¯)) (1.18)
However recent measurements have surprisingly shown that[28]
σ
(
e+e−→J/ψ (cc¯)) /σ (e+e−→J/ψX) = 0.59+0.15−0.13 ± 0.12 (1.19)
which implies the dominant contribution to e+e−→(cc¯)X process is the charm fragmentation.
This represents a puzzling question in the understanding of charmonium production.
1.4.2 Initial state radiation
The radiative process e+e−→hadron γ, where initial electrons or positrons radiate the pho-
ton, allows the production of 1−− charmonium states. This mechanism is called initial state
radiation (Figure. 1.8).
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The Born cross-section for ISR production of a vector resonance V , after integration over
the photon emission angle, is given by:
dσV (s, x)
dx
=W (s, x)σ0 (s (1− x)) (1.20)
where x = 3k√
s
and k is the photon momentum.
The function W (s, x) describes the probability of photon emission:









1− x+ x2/2) (1.21)







Figure 1.8: An example diagram for
the ISR production of a charmonium
state with JPC = 1−−.
electron mass.
σ0 (s) is the cross-section for hadronic production















where m(cc¯) and Γ(cc¯) are the vector resonance mass
and width and Bee is the branching fraction for the
process (cc¯)→e+e−. In the case of a narrow resonance,











where x(cc¯) = 1 − m2(cc¯)/s. At the Υ(4S) energy, the cross-sections for J/ψ and ψ(2S)
production via ISR are about 34 and 13 pb, respectively.
1.4.3 γγ fusion
Charmonium can be produced through the reaction e+e−→e+e−γ?γ?→e+e−(cc¯). The dia-
gram of the process is shown in Figure 1.9. Due to the conservation of charge parity, only







Figure 1.9: Diagram of the charmonium production from two photons interaction.
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1.4.4 B meson decays
B meson decays are an abundant source of charmonium states. The B branching fraction
into charmonium states are summarised in Table 1.4. They add up to about 2% of the total
B meson decay width.
Due to the relevance of charmonium production mechanism for this dissertation, further
details are given in next sub-paragraphs.
Mode Branching fraction
B→ ηcX < 9·10−3 (90%CL)
B→ J/ψX (7.8± 0.4) ·10−3
B→ χc 1X (3.34± 0.28) ·10−3
B→ χc 2X (1.65± 0.31) ·10−3
B→ ψ(2S)X (3.07± 0.21) ·10−3
Table 1.4: Measured inclusive production rates for charmonium states[1].
1.4.4.1 Spectator decays
Most of the B meson decays can be described by spectator diagrams (Figure 1.10). The name
spectator comes from the feature that the quark bound to the b plays no role in the decay
process.










+ V ?cs (s¯c)
)
(c¯b) (1.24)




, (s¯c), and (c¯b)
represent the interaction at each vertex. Here q¯ represent the creation of a quark or the
annihilation of an anti-quark. Finally GF is the Fermi constant, which includes the coupling
constant factor from the two vertices, and the effect of the massive W propagator. Since I










cs (s¯c) (c¯b) (1.25)
Note that everything that is described here also applies if every particle is replaced by its
corresponding anti-particle and vice versa.
Figure 1.10 summarises the possible diagrams: left one is called external spectator dia-
gram, while the right one is called internal spectator diagram. They only differ for the two
quark that are paired together.
It must be observed that in the external spectator diagram the colour requirement is
automatically satisfied, since the W does not carry colour charge and the c preserves the
colour of the b. On the other hand for the internal spectator diagram there are nine colour
pairs possible when the W decays, three of which have matching colour. Thus one would











Figure 1.10: Possible diagrams for the hadronic decay of a B meson
naively expect that the matrix element for the internal spectator decay would be one third of
that for the external one. Therefore the decay rate for the B meson to a charmonium state
would be one ninth of that expected without accounting for colour[46][47].
While the spectator mechanism provides a simple model of B meson decay, it is not
the whole picture. Virtual gluon interactions can take place between quarks, leading to an
effective neutral current. The transformation of a b into a s is not allowed by the Standard
Model. However, virtual gluons can rearrange the final state quarks, swapping the c created
when the b decays with the s created from the W− decay (Figure 1.11). The gluon interactions






cs (c1 (µ) (s¯c) (c¯b) + c2 (µ) (c¯c) (s¯b)) (1.26)
The Wilson coefficients c1 (µ) and c2 (µ) account for the gluon interactions[49]. They can
in principle be calculated from QCD:








where γ+ = 1, γ− = −2 and nf is the number of flavours that have a mass near or below the
mass of the decaying quark (5, for B meson decay).
The term αs needs to be evaluated at the proper energy value. Typically mb is the value
chosen for µ.
To find the total decay rate of B mesons to charmonium one needs to combine the internal






d, u d, ub¯ s¯
c¯
c
Figure 1.11: Two diagrams leading to the charmonium production from B decay: an internal
spectator diagram (left) and an effective neutral current diagram (right).
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the contribution to charmonium from (1.25) by performing a Fierz transformation:






























The first part of Equation (1.30) transforms as a colour singlet with the 1/3 reflecting the
colour suppression. The second part transforms as a colour octet. Ku¨hm et al.[48] argue that
the latter term cannot contribute to the formation of charmonium since a meson must be in a
colour-singlet state. In this case, B meson decay into hc, χc 0, and χc 2 states are forbidden by
conservation rules. Their predicted production ratios for B→(cc¯)X are 0.57 : 1 : 0.27 : 0.31
for ηc : J/ψ : χc 1 : ψ(2S).
Recently Bodwin et al.[49] have stated that charmonium can also be formed in the decay of
a B meson to the cc¯ colour octet in a S-wave state. The cc¯ colour octet can then radiate a soft
gluon to form a colour singlet P -wave state. In that way they find a ratio of 1.3 : 0.3 : 1 : 1.3
for hc : χc 0 : χc 1 : χc 2.
1.4.4.2 Factorisation
The two non-charm quarks in both the internal spectator (charged current) and effective
neutral current diagrams form one or more mesons in a process called hadronization. If the
momenta of the two quarks are well matched they can form a single meson, but if their
momenta are significantly different they separate and pop quark–anti-quark pairs out of the
vacuum to form multiple mesons.
When only one meson is formed from the non-charm quarks, it is possible to separate
the Hamiltonian into two parts, one part describing the formation of the charmonium state,
and the other one describing the formation of a meson from the non-charm quarks. This
“factorisation” works extremely well in semi-leptonic decays, where the W decays into a
lepton and anti-neutrino. Leptons have no colour, so that they do not interact with the c or
spectator quarks.
The factorisation can be extended to diagrams where the W decays into quark anti-quark
pairs. The assumption here is that once the quarks from the W are formed they move away
from the interaction region quickly enough that gluon interactions with the remaining quarks
are negligible. One is even temped to apply factorisation to effective neutral currents, despite
the requirement that there must be some gluon interactions.






cs (a1 (s¯c) (c¯b) + a2 (c¯c) (s¯b)) (1.31)
where a1 ' c1 + ξc2 and a2 ' c2 + ξc1, ξ is a colour factor which is normally equal
to 1/Nc (Nc is the number of colours, Nc = 3 in QCD)[50]. Note that a2 coefficient with
ξ = 1/3 matches the term in Equation (1.30). The coefficients a1 and a2 are determined from
experiment.









B¯0→ψ(2S)K¯? 0 1.965% a22
Table 1.5: The predictions of BSW model as updated by Neubert et al. for the exclusive branching
fractions B→J/ψK(?) and B→ψ(2S)K(?) in terms of the constant a22[50]
In this scheme all B meson decays into two mesons can be divided into three groups.
The first group consists of decays where the charged current directly produces a meson. The
second group consists of decays where the effective neutral current produces a meson. In the
third group are decays in which both the charged and effective neutral currents produce a
meson. In this third category falls for example B−→D0pi−.
Decays to charmonium states instead are all in the second group. For this reason measure-
ments of decays to J/ψ provide the best measurement of a2. The predictions of the relative
charmonium branching fractions using Equation (1.31) are summarised in Table 1.5.
Comparison of these predicted relative rates with experiments provides an important test
for the BSW model.
1.4.4.3 Charmed meson rescattering effects in B→ cc¯K decays
In paragraph 1.4.4.1 it has been shown that B meson decays into hc, χc 0, and χc 2 states are
allowed only considering colour-octet mechanisms. Another alternative way to obtain this
result is make calculations considering the rescattering process B±→X0u¯cY ±c¯s→K±(cc¯). X
and Y denote open-charm (D) mesons produced by weak B transitions, which then rescatter
to the final state K±(cc¯), where (cc¯) represent one of the charmonium states.
The lowest lying X and Y states are the D(?) 0 and D(?)±s mesons. A typical diagram











Figure 1.12: Example of rescattering diagrams contributing to a two-body B-decay into charmo-
nium B±→(cc¯)K±.
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B→D(?) 0D(?)±s and two strong vertices, which describe the coupling of a pair of charmed
mesons to a kaon and to a charmonium state, respectively.
This process basically corresponds to a rearrangement of the quarks in the final state
and it is known as final state interaction. Such effect can be extremely relevant, as it can
change the decay amplitudes and even the dependence on the CKM matrix elements (in
Paragraph 1.4.4.1. This last dependence change is the one shown in Equation (1.26).
Using this method P. Colangelo et al. have predicted[40] a range of possible values for the




= (2–12) ·10−4. Results of my analysis are
compared against this predicted range.
1.5 Charmonium decays
Since the discovery of the J/ψ, a really surprising feature of such a massive resonance was
its narrowness. The measurement of the width of a resonance is very important because it
gives information about the lifetime of the particle, which is related to the kind of interaction
causing the decay and to the number of accessible channels.
Also the partial width, related to the specific decay channel of the resonance plays an
important role in the understanding of the physics mechanism of the particle decay.
The J/ψ has a very large mass and small decay width, if compared with the mesons made
containing light quark (u, d, and s). The small width can be explained observing that its
decay can occur only violating the OZI rule[16]. While the cc¯ states above the open charm
threshold can quickly decay into DD¯ pairs, which are OZI favourite, the situation for the
states with mass below 3.729GeV is different. Anyway the OZI rule cannot explain the
differences between ηc (17.3+2.7−2.5MeV
[1]) and J/ψ ((91.0± 3.2) KeV[1]) width. In QCD this
is explained by observing that the two states decay via annihilation in two gluons (ηc) and
three gluons (J/ψ), which are respectively favoured and suppressed.
Charmonium decay modes can be classified into electromagnetic, radiative and hadronic.
Table 1.6 shows the approximate decay ratio in each one of these three categories. More
details of these processes are given in next paragraphs.










) ∼ 1% ∼ 99%
χc 1 0 ∼ 30% ∼ 70%




) ∼ 20% ∼ 80%
ψ(2S) ∼ 2% ∼ 25% ∼ 73%
Table 1.6: Approximate ratio of the electromagnetic, radiative and hadronic decay widths to the
total width[1]. hc values are the theoretical ones[42].











Figure 1.13: Charmonium electromagnetic decay at the leading order in α.
1.5.1 Electromagnetic decays
The widths for the electromagnetic processes, such as radiative transitions or lepton pair
decay, can be calculated with good approximation with QED. When hadrons are present in
the final state the process should be described using QCD but, because of its non-perturbative
nature, all the calculations of strong processes have always a high theoretical uncertainty.
At the leading order approximation in α (where α is the fine structure constant) the
annihilation of a cc¯ pair can occur into a lepton pair via a virtual photon for the 1−− states
or in γγ for the states with C = +1, as shown in Figure1.13:
Γ
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where ec = +2/3 (the quark charge in electron charge unit), mc is the charm mass, Ψ is the
wave function defined in Equation (1.12), and R is its radial part. It must be noted that the
Yang theorem[41] forbid this process for the χc 1 and, in general, for the J = 1 states1.
The annihilation into three photons (for C = −1 states) is at the next to the leading
order approximation in α. This decay channel is not observed experimentally for any cc¯ state
because of the small branching ratio.
1.5.2 Radiative transitions
The radiative transitions, as in atoms, occur from an exited to a lower mass cc¯ state with the
emission of a photon. They are subdivided in electric dipole transitions (E1), obeying to the
selection rules ∆L = ±1, ∆S = 0 and magnetic dipole transitions (M1), with the selection
1The Yang theorem states that particles with J = 1 cannot decay into two massless 1−− particles such as
photons and gluons.
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rules ∆L = 0, ∆S = ±1. The transition widths between S and P waves can be calculated
using the expressions:




















Ri (r)Rf (r) r3dr (1.40)
Apart from the hc→ηcγ decay, all the radiative transition widths between charmonium
states below the open charm threshold are measured (Table 1.7).
Due to the fact that in (1.40) R depends on n and L quantum numbers only, it is pos-
sible to predict the partial width of hc→ηcγ decay using the measured values of |Eif | of
Γ (χc J→J/ψγ). For example[42] obtains:
Γ (hc→ηcγ) = (520± 90) KeV (1.41)
The only magnetic dipole transition between charmonium states experimentally observed


























Transition Kind Partial width
J/ψ→ηcγ M1 (1.2± 0.4) KeV
χc 0→J/ψγ E1 (0.12± 0.02) MeV
χc 1→J/ψγ E1 (0.29± 0.05) MeV
hc→ηcγ E1 —
χc 2→J/ψγ E1 (0.43± 0.05) MeV
ψ(2S)→ηcγ M1 (0.79± 0.05) KeV
ψ(2S)→χc 0γ E1 (24± 2) MeV
ψ(2S)→χc 1γ E1 (24± 3) MeV
ψ(2S)→χc 2γ E1 (18± 2) MeV
Table 1.7: Partial width for charmonium radiative transitions[1]





Figure 1.14: Charmonium strong decay into hadrons (left) and strong radiative decay (right)
1.5.3 Strong decays
The strong decay can be treated by applying the same conservation laws used for the elec-
tromagnetic decays. The differences, from a qualitative point of view, are:
· Gluons have colour charge: they are SU (3) colour octet states. Since all observable
particles are colour singlets, the annihilation of the cc¯ pair is forced by the colour
conservation to proceed through at least 2 gluons
· Gluons and quarks do not exist as free states in nature: they can only exist in colour
singlet combinations. Thus gluonic decay is always followed by hadronization of the
final state
· Given the high value of αs, especially for low momentum transfer, QCD cannot always
be treated as a perturbative theory
Two main kinds of strong decay processes can occur. The first, related to the complete
annihilation of the heavy qq¯ (for example ηc→φφ), has the emission of high momentum
gluon and can be treated in a perturbative way. The second one is the hadronic deexcitation
of charmonium (for example ψ(2S)→J/ψpipi), accompanied by the emission of two or more
soft gluons and followed by their hadronization. The low momentum carried by the gluons





he data used in the analysis subject of this thesis were collected by the BaBar detector,
which records e+–e− collision inside the PEP–II storage ring at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC). BaBar is a high-energy physics experiment involving a
collaboration of nearly 600 physicists.
The first aim of the BaBar experiment is the precision study of CP violation in the B
meson system. As the branching fractions of B decays interesting for this kind of studies
are extremely small (below 10−4 [1]), the detector and accelerator design are optimised to
maximize the B production (this is the reason why PEP–II is also called a B–Factory).
Workshops taken place at the end of the 80’s[51][52] demonstrated that an excellent en-
vironment to study the CP violation in the B meson system was an e+–e− collider working
at the Υ(4S) centre of mass energy1. At this energy indeed the e+e−→bb¯ cross-section is
enhanced by a factor 4 compared with near bb¯ continuum and backgrounds can be reduced
using constraints on the Υ(4S) kinematics: the B mass, the Υ(4S) mass and the fact that
the B–B¯ are produced in a coherent l = 1 state.
Finally, using beams at different energies, the centre of mass frame does not match the
laboratory frame and the difference in time between the decay of the two B mesons can be
measured directly from the spatial separation between the decay vertices, thus allowing the
carrying out of time-dependent measurements, necessary for CP violation studies.
In this chapter I examine the PEP–II and BaBar basics, focusing on the requirements
they satisfy and the performances achieved.
2.1 The PEP–II B–Factory
PEP–II is an asymmetric e+–e− double ring collider with a diameter of 2200 meters (Fig-
ure 2.1).
The beams are fed by the SLAC 2-miles linear accelerator. Its original design luminosity
of 3·1033 cm−2 s−1 was achieved in July 2001. At the end of the fourth period of run (Run 4)
1Even if with higher backgrounds hadronic accelerators could also access this kind of physics studies with
enough statistics.
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Figure 2.1: PEP–II schematic drawing.
the peak luminosity was nearly 8·1033 cm−2 s−1. Since 1999, it has delivered an integrated
luminosity of 253.55 fb−1: 90.7% were delivered at the Υ(4S) energy and the difference ∼
40MeV below. The BaBar recording efficiency has been 91.5%
Off Υ(4S) peak data are mainly taken to characterize the e+e−→(uu¯), (dd¯), (ss¯), (cc¯)
background events and for the BB¯ measurement (Paragraph 3.2).







































































































PEP-II Delivered  253.55/fb
BABAR Recorded  244.06/fb
BABAR off-peak  22.68/fb
Figure 2.2: Integrated luminosity (left) and daily luminosity (right) for Run 1-4 (October 1999
– June 2004).
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e− beam energy: 9.0GeV
e+ beam energy: 3.1GeV
Centre of mass energy: 10.5GeV
βγ boost: 0.56
Table 2.1: PEP–II machine parameters[3]
Other parameters of the PEP–II machine are listed in Table 2.1:
The high luminosity of PEP–II is achieved through high beam currents and strong fo-
cusing. To obtain so high performances, part of the accelerator optics is inside the detector
volume. Figure 2.3 shows the magnets around the interaction point region.
The magnetic quadrupole (Q1) focuses the beams while the magnetic dipole (B1) separates
the beams. Both of them are inside the 1.5Tesla detector magnetic field. Conventional iron
magnets cannot operate in this environment. Due to the limited space available, B1 cannot
be a superconducting magnet. For this reason the only possible solution left for Q1 and B1
is a permanent magnet.
The bending near the interaction point required to separate the beams generates a large
synchrotron radiation flux that is not present in more conventional e+–e− colliders. This
radiation flux not only is a strong source of backgrounds but could also damage the BaBar
sub-detectors. For this reason the design strategy of the machine elements near the detector
was to choose the placement and apertures of these elements in such a way as to ensure that
most of the synchrotron radiation power produced close to the collision point is absorbed on
downstream surfaces far from the detector.
The two Q1 magnets, the two B1 magnets, the beam pipe section around the interaction
point, the synchrotron radiation shielding and the vertex detector are assembled into a single
rigid support barrel. This allows a better alignment between these various components,
while the multiple scattering due to the ∼ 0.005X0 of material has a negligible effect on the
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Figure 2.3: Support barrel for the interaction point components inside the detector: B1 is 21 cm
from the interaction point, while Q1 is 90 cm from the interaction point[2].
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Run 1 October 1999
October 2000
20.5 fb−1 (on) + 2.6 fb−1 (off).
Shutdown
Run 2 February 2001
June 2002
61.5 fb−1 (on) + 7.1 fb−1 (off).
Shutdown
Run 3 December 2002
June 2003
31.4 fb−1 (on) + 2.4 fb−1 (off).
Shutdown Forward end-cap RPC were replaced with new
ones
Run 4 September 2003
July 2004
99.8 fb−1 (on) + 9.9 fb−1 (off).
In December 2003 e+ beam started operating in
trickle injection mode and several tests has been
performed to operate both beams in trickle injec-
tion mode.
Shutdown IFR had two of the six RPCs sextants replaced
by LSTs
Run 5 — Start up planned for middle March
Table 2.2: Run 1–5 periods and shutdowns.
resolution of the charged tracks.
PEP–II typically operated on a 40 minutes fill cycle with a refill time of about 5 minutes
for both beams. Since the fall of 2003 tests have been performed to evaluate if the detector
could operate in a different mode, called trickle injection, in which the beams are continuously
refilled. Since December 2003, BaBar has taken data with the e+ beam in trickle injection
mode. In this configuration fill cycles for the e− beam lasted 2 hours.
The data recorded by BaBar have been divided in 4 periods called Run 1, Run2, Run3
and Run 4. These periods were separated by long maintenance shutdowns, in which the
detector and the collider were upgraded. Data taking and shutdown periods are summarized
in Table 2.2.
2.2 The BaBar detector
The primary physics goal of the BaBar experiment is the systematic study of CP-violating
asymmetries in the decay of B mesons system. Secondary goals are precision measurements
of decays of bottom and charm mesons and of τ leptons, and searches for rare processes that
become accessible with the high luminosity of the PEP–II B–Factory. The design of the
detector was optimised for CP-violation measurements, but it is also well suited for these
other physics topics.
The very small branching ratios of B mesons to CP eigenstates and the need for full
reconstruction of final states with 2 or more charged tracks and often several pi0s, plus the
need to tag the second neutral B, place stringent requirements on the detector:
· Large and uniform acceptance down to small polar angles in the centre-of-mass system

















































Figure 2.4: Longitudinal view of the BaBar detector[3].
· Very good vertex resolution
· Excellent reconstruction efficiency for charged particles down to 60GeV and for photons
down to 20GeV
· Good discrimination power between e±, µ±, pi±, K± and p over a wide range of
momenta
· Neutral hadrons identification capabilities
The schematic layout of the detector is shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The boost originated
by the asymmetric beams together with the requirement of uniform acceptance in the centre
of mass energy lead to an asymmetric detector.
The majors sub-systems are: a micro-strip silicon detector (SVT) that provides recon-
struction of the primary and secondary decay vertices and, together with the drift chamber
(DCH), measures charged tracks momentum; a detector of internally reflected Cherenkov
light (DIRC) that allows discriminating between K± and pi± over a wide range of energies;
an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) that allows identifying photons and electrons. These
four detectors are inside a 1.5Tesla magnetic field supplied by a superconducting solenoid.
The yoke for the flux return of the magnetic field (IFR) is highly segmented and instrumented
with resistive place chambers (RPC) and limited streamer tubes (LST).
Each sub-detector is described in detail in the next sections.
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Figure 2.5: Three-dimensional view of the BaBar detector.
2.2.1 The silicon vertex tracker
The main purpose of the BaBar silicon vertex detector is the reconstruction of the decay
vertices of the two B mesons with enough precision for the CP asymmetry measurements. To
avoid significant impact of the resolution on these kinds of measurements, the mean vertex
resolution along the z-axis for a fully reconstructed B decay must be better than ∼ 80µm[2].
More over the SVT is the only detector which
Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the SVT.
(transverse section)
measures tracks with transverse momentum less than
∼ 100MeV/c. This feature is fundamental for the
identification of slow pions from D? meson decays.
The SVT uses double-sided silicon strip sensors
mounted on a carbon fibre frame. It is subdivided
in 5 layers with a radial distance from the beam axis
ranging from 32mm to 144mm. It covers a polar an-
gle from 20.1◦ to 150.2◦ and it is designed to maximize
the coverage in the forward direction.
The 3 internal layers are straight, while the 2 ex-
ternal ones are arch shaped. This design (Figure 2.7)
was chosen to minimize the amount of material tra-
versed by particles and the amount of silicon required
to cover the solid angle.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the SVT. (longitudinal section)
The internal layers have 6 modules in the azimuthal direction (φLab) and are tilted in φLab
by 5◦, allowing an overlap region between adjacent modules (Figure 2.6).
The outer modules cannot be tilted, because of the
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Figure 2.8: Layout of the first 16 lay-
ers of the DCH. Sensible wires are
drawn with the + symbol, while field
wires are drawn with the ◦ symbol.
Wires used to screen the internal
field from the external environment
are drawn with the • and × symbols.
arch geometry. To avoid gaps and to have a suit-
able overlap in the φLab coordinate, these layers are
divided into two sub-layers and placed at slightly dif-
ferent radii.
The intrinsic resolution of the SVT is[3] 10÷15µm
for the internal layers and ∼ 40µm for the external
ones. The average vertex resolution of a fully recon-
structed B is 70µm[53].
The SVT overall efficiency is 97%. It is calculated
as the ratio between the number of associated hits and
the number of tracks crossing the active area of each
section, excluding 9 out of 208 defective read-out sec-
tions.
Finally the time-over-threshold value reported by
the SVT sensors allows obtaining the pulse height of
the signal and hence the ionisation dE/dx in the SVT
sensor. This allows achieving a separation of at least
2σ between kaons and pions up to 500MeV/c and be-
tween kaons and protons beyond 1GeV/c.
2.2.2 The drift chamber
The drift chamber is the primary tracking device
for charged tracks with a transverse momentum above
∼ 100MeV/c.
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Figure 2.9: Layer 3 and 4 cells
isochrones spaced by 100 ns.
cells arranged in 40 concentric layers. The dimension of each
cell is approximately 12 cm in the radial direction and 18 cm
in the azimuthal one. The layout of the first 16 layers is
shown in Figure 2.8. The DCH covers the angular region
17.2◦ < ϑLab < 152.6◦.
The chamber is built with materials that minimize the
radiation lengths a particle has to cross before reaching the
electromagnetic calorimeter (its length is ∼ 0.04X0). The
gas used in the chamber is a mixture of helium (80%) and
isobutane (20%), which gives a reasonable drift time, a good
spatial, dEdx and transverse momentum resolution.
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Figure 2.10: DCH Position resolution as a
function of the distance from the sensible
wire[3].
wires with a diameter of 20µm, while field wires
are aluminium gold-plated wires with a diameter
of 120µm. The nominal voltage is +1960V for
sense wires, while field wires are grounded. The
gain of the avalanche effect with this voltage is
about 5·104.
The spatial resolution of each cell is 140µm
(Figure 2.10); on the average, while the spatial
resolution on the transverse momentum is shown
in Figure 2.11. Finally the resolution on the en-
ergy loss (dEdx ) is 7.5% (Figure 2.13).
The precision on the energy loss allows dis-
cerning between K± and pi± with more than 3σ













Figure 2.11: DCH momentum resolution. It is evaluated using cosmic muons[3]. The line resulting


































Figure 2.12: Measurement of dE
dx
in the DCH as a function of the track momenta[3].
2.2.3 The Cherenkov detector
The main task of the detector of internally reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC) is to discern
between K± and pi± up to 4.5GeV/c. A good separation between these particle types is
needed not only for CP studies where the tagging of the B flavour is obtained counting the
number of charged kaons in the B decay, but also for the study of the rare two body decays
B0→pi+pi− and B0→pi±K∓.

















resolution, using the control
sample e+e−→e+e−[3]. The Gaussian distribu-
tion has a standard deviation of 7.5%.
Cherenkov device[54][55], based on the principle
that the magnitudes of angles are maintained
upon reflections on a flat surface. Figure 2.14
shows the schematics of the device. The ra-
diator material is quartz shaped into 144 bars
arranged around the drift chamber.
These bars works both as radiator and as
light pipes. Once photons arrive at the instru-
mented end, most of them emerge into expan-
sion region filled with purified water (water and
quartz have almost the same index of refrac-
tion). This region is outside the magnetic field
in the backward end (to avoid instrumenting
both ends of the bar with photon detectors, a
mirror is placed at the forward end) and it is
instrumented with an array of densely packed photomultiplier tubes. Figure 2.15 shows an
event detected by the DIRC.
The DIRC has a thickness of ∼ 0.22X0 for a perpendicular particle and a width in the
radial direction of only 80mm (important to reduce the volume and then the costs of the
electromagnetic calorimeter).
The DIRC allows discriminating between K± and pi± of more than 4σ in the momentum
range 700MeV/c–4.5GeV/c. Below this range the discrimination between these particles is
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Figure 2.14: DIRC schematics.
mainly based on the dEdx DCH measurement. Figure 2.16 shows the background reduction
that is obtained using DIRC information on the K±pi∓ spectrum around the D0 invariant
mass.
2.2.4 The electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter is projected to detect electromagnetic showers with an ex-
cellent energy and angular resolution in the energy range 20MeV < E < 9GeV. This allows
reconstructing with a good efficiency both B decays with one or more pi0 and η02and QED
processes like e+e−→e+e− (γ) and e+e−→γγ that are essential for the luminosity measure-
ment (Paragraph 3.3) and the detector calibration.
Moreover the electromagnetic calorimeter is the main
Figure 2.15: Event display of the
Cherenkov rings generated by two
muons e+e−→µ+µ−[3].
electron detection device. It is essential in all the pro-
cesses with electrons in the final states. In particular it
contributes at the reconstruction of vectorial mesons like
J/ψ and ψ(2S) and at the identification of the B flavour
in semi-leptonic decays.
Figure 2.18 shows the structure of the electromagnetic
calorimeter. It is made up of 6580 CsI (Tl) trapezoidal
crystals (Figure 2.17) arranged into a cylindrical struc-
ture in the barrel and a conical structure in the forward
end-cap. Crystals have a radiation length of 1.85 cm and
Molie`re radius of 3.8 cm. Due to the high magnetic field
(1.5Tesla) the scintillation photons are detected with p–
i–n diodes.
The calorimeter has an internal radius of 90 cm and an
external one of 136 cm and covers the polar region 15.8◦ < ϑLab < 141.8◦. As showers cannot
be detected completely on the edges, the angular fiducial region is slightly smaller. Crystals
thickness spreads from 16.0X0 up to 17.5X0 and are supported by an external structure to
minimize the probability of pre-showering.
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Figure 2.16: Invariant mass spectrum K+K− with and without applying the DIRC information.
The peak shown is at the D0 mass[3].
The energy resolution (Figure 2.19) is empirically described with the function:









where the fit parameters of Figure 2.19 have values[3] a =3.87±
0.07mrad and b =0.00± 0.04mrad.
The angular resolution is 12mrad at low energies and 3mrad
at higher energies. Figure 2.19 shows experimental results em-






where the fit parameters of Figure 2.19 have values[3] a =3.87±
0.07mrad and b =0.00± 0.04mrad.
2.2.5 The solenoid magnet
The BaBar magnet system is made up of a superconducting solenoid, a steel flux return
(which is instrumented with RPC and LST) and a field-compensating coil.
2pi0 decays in two photons with a branching ratio of 98.792±0.032%[1], while η0 decays almost exclusively
into photons and pi0.
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Figure 2.18: EMC crystals layout.
The superconducting solenoid produces a central magnetic field of 1.5Tesla. The field
uniformity is ±2% within the tracking volume (r < 80 cm,−1.17m < z < 1.91m). The
superconducting windings consist of 20 Rutherford NbTi (Cu) wires, which are embedded in a
pure aluminium matrix, using a coextrusion process. The windings are cooled to an operating
temperature of 4.5K by liquid helium. They are directly wound inside an aluminium support
cylinder and impregnated with epoxy. To meet the requirements for field uniformity the
current density has to be higher at ends than in the central region. Therefore there are
two different winding types: thinner windings at the ends (3.4mm) and thicker ones in the
central region (6.2mm). In total there are 210 turns in each of the end region and 315 turns
in the central region. The superconducting solenoid is surrounded by a cryostat consisting of
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Figure 2.19: The energy resolution (left) and angular resolution[3] (right) of EMC, measured
using photons and electrons from various processes. The solid curve is the fit of function (2.1)[3]
and function (2.2) respectively. The shaded area in the left plot denotes the RMS error of the
fit.
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2.2.6 The muon and neutral hadrons detector
A novel characteristic of BaBar with respect to other high-energy physics experiments is the
fine segmentation and instrumentation of the steel flux return of the magnetic field (IFR).
The iron is segmented into 19 layers in the barrel, 18 layers in the forward and backward
doors layers. The thickness of the internal layers is 2 cm spaced by 3.2 cm and reaches in
the external ones 10 cm of thickness separated by 3.5 cm. Finally there are two more layers
between the magnet and the calorimeter with a cylindrical shape. IFR has been instrumented
with RPC[56] (resistive plate chambers), LST[57] (limited streamer tubes) and with passive
elements (brass). The schematic layout is shown in Figure 2.20
The main task of IFR is the muon and K0Ldetection with high efficiency in a wide momenta
range. identification is important to tag the flavour of B that decay semi-leptonically and for
the reconstruction of vectorial mesons like J/ψ and ψ(2S), while K0L identification is essential
to completely reconstruct decays of B in some CP eigenstates. For this reasons, the µ± must
be detected in a wide solid angle with a good noise rejection, while K0L must be detected with
a good angular resolution.
2.2.6.1 Resistive plate chambers
RPC are chambers constituted by two 2mm thick bakelite sheets separated by 2mm gap,
kept uniform by means of spacers. External surfaces are coated with graphite: one of them
is connected to high voltage (around 7.6 kV) and the other one to ground. The graphite is
covered with a thin mylar film. Then foam spaces the aluminium strips, which pick up signals
induced by the discharges. Aluminium strips are oriented in orthogonal direction on the two
sides, so to give a two dimensional information. Internal surfaces of the bakelite are treated

















Figure 2.20: Overview of the IFR: the barrel region (left) and the forward and backward end-
doors are shown. Dimensions are in mm
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filled with a non-flammable gas mixture of argon (∼ 60%), freon 134a (∼ 35%) and isobutane
(∼ 5%). Figure 2.21 shows RPC structure.
RPC were chosen for several advantages:
Figure 2.21: Cross-section of a RPC.
they are simple low cost object, which can be
easily shaped. These properties allow cover-
ing a sensible surface of ∼ 2000m2 at reason-
able costs and minimizing the dead space.
Furthermore they have fast signal response
and a good resolution.
However during these 5 years of BaBar
data taking, RPC had a sensible loss of per-
formances. Due to this deterioration, IFR
has sustained relevant upgrades in these last
years. During summer 2003, forward end-
cap RPCs were replaced with new ones, sin-
gle and double-layered and with brass ab-
sorbers. During summer 2004, 2 of the 6 sex-
tants of the barrel have been replaced with
LST tubes and the complete upgrade of the barrel with LST is scheduled for the next years.
Current IFR configuration uses 228 RPC modules in the barrel region, 216 modules in the
backward region, 180 new generation modules in the forward region and finally 32 modules
in the cylindrical layers.
2.2.6.2 IFR efficiency history
IFR efficiency is monitored analysing both collision and cosmic rays data. After the instal-
lation, all the RPCs were tested and resulted good: the chambers showed typically less than
10µAm−2 dark current and > 95% efficiency. During the first summer of operation, in
1999, an unexpected temperature rise occurred and more than 37◦ C were reached in the iron
slots; in this period many chambers showed a dramatic increase in the dark currents and







Figure 2.22: RPC efficiency history for Run 1–4 for barrel (left), backward end-cap (centre) and
the new forward end-cap (right). These efficiencies are obtained using collision data and only
for the forward cosmic rays data too. The machine backgrounds cause a reduction of efficiency
due to dead time (forward end-cap plot).
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but, since then, efficiency has continued to decrease for some chambers, although at a slower
pace (Figure 2.22).
Several studies has been developed to understand the original causes of this efficiency
decrease and to try to recover the efficiency loss. Some chambers have been monitored for
week, working at temperatures higher than 36◦ C in a test-end. There has been studies on
the gas mixture an on the chemical composition of the output mixture. The gas flow and the
polarity of the chambers have been reversed and a small percentage of water has been added
to the gas mixture in order to humidify the bakelite.
2.2.6.3 Limited streamer tubes
LSTs are made up of a plastic (PVC) extruded profile containing 8 cells with a section of
9× 9mm2 . The profile is coated with a layer of graphite, having a typical surface resistivity
of ∼ MΩm−2.
A silver plated wire 100µm in diameter is located
Figure 2.23: Schematic layout of a LST
tube.
at the centre of the cell and kept in place with special
spacers. Profiles are inserted into plastic tubes of
matching dimensions and hermetically sealed for gas
containment. Figure 2.23 shows a schematic view of
an LST tube.
LSTs operates with a non-flamable gas mixture
of CO2 (89%), Isobutane(8%), and Argon(3%). Out-
side the plastic tube, there are 35mm-wide strips or-
thogonal to the wires, which allow obtaining a bidi-
mensional position of the discharge.
First LSTs have been installed in the two hori-
zontal sextant of the IFR during 2004 summer shut-
down: 13 gaps were instrumented and 6 were filled
with bass.
2.3 Trigger and data acquisition
The BaBar trigger system is required to select BB¯ events and other events of interest with a
high, stable, and well-understood efficiency of over 99% for all BB¯ events and at least 95%
for continuum events, while rejecting background events and keeping the total event rate low
(below 120Hz at design luminosity).
The rates of beam-induced background are typically about 20 kHz each for one or more
tracks in the DCH with pT > 129MeV/c or at least one EMC cluster with E > 100MeV at
a luminosity of 3·1033 cm−2 s−1, a few orders higher than the production rates of interested
events as shown in Table 2.5.
The BaBar trigger system must be robust and flexible in order to function even under
extreme background situations. It must also be able to operate in an environment with dead
and noisy electronics channels, and it should contribute no more than 1% to dead time.
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2.3.1 Trigger
The trigger system is implemented as a two-level hierarchy, the level 1 (L1), which executes in
hardware and level 3 (L3), which executes in software after the event assembly. It is designed
to accommodate up to ten times the initially projected PEP–II background rates at design
luminosity and to degrade slowly for backgrounds above that level. Provision is made for an
intermediate trigger (level 2) should severe conditions require additional sophistication.
The Level 1 trigger consists of three hardware processors: a drift chamber trigger (DCT),
for charged tracks in the DCH, an electromagnetic trigger (EMT), for showers in the EMC,
and an instrumented flux return trigger (IFT), for tracks in IFR. Each of the three L1
trigger processors generates trigger primitives, summary data on the position and energy of
particles, which are sent to the global trigger (GLT) every 134 ns. The GLT processes all
trigger primitives and then delivers them to the fast control and timing system (FCTS). If
the trigger primitives satisfy trigger criteria, a L1 Accept is issued.
The DCT and EMT both satisfy all trigger requirements independently with high efficiency
over 99% for BB¯ events, and thereby provide a high degree of redundancy, which enables the
measurement of trigger efficiency, and gives a combined efficiency of ∼ 99.9% for selecting
BB¯ events.
The L3 trigger system receives the output from L1, performs a second stage rate reduction
for the main physics sources, and identifies and flags the special categories of events needed
for luminosity determination, diagnostic, and calibration purposes. At design luminosity, the
L3 physics event acceptance rate is about 100Hz, while 30Hz contain the other special event
categories.
The L3 trigger is a software based system, complying with the same software conventions
and standards used in all other BaBar software, thereby simplifying its design, testing, and
maintenance. The L3 trigger system has full access the complete event data, including the
output of the L1 trigger, for making its event selection. To provide optimal flexibility under
different run conditions, L3 is designed according to a general logic model that can be con-
figured to support an unlimited variety of event selection mechanisms. Event classification in
L3 is based on several key event parameters, such as L3 DCH tracks, constructed by L3 fast
track finding and track fitting, L3 EMC clusters, formed by L3 EMC-based trigger using an
optimised look-up-table technique.
The L3 system runs within the online event-processing (OEP) framework. Events pass-
ing L3 are recorded and passed to the online prompt reconstruction (OPR) system for full
reconstruction.
2.3.2 Data acquisition
The BaBar online computing system consists of the DAQ system, detector and DAQ control
and monitoring systems, data quality control and online calibration systems. The major sub-
systems include: online dataflow (ODF), which is responsible for communication with and
control of the front-end electronic (FEE), and the acquisition of event data from them; online
event-processing (OEP), which is responsible for processing of complete events, including L3
triggering, data quality monitoring, and final stages of calibrations; logging manager (LM),
which is responsible for receiving events from OEP and writing them to disk as input to
the online prompt reconstruction (OPR) processing; online detector control (ODC), which
































Figure 2.29: Schematic diagram of the BABAR DAQ system.
the Dataflow crates. The ROMs are based on single-board computers that run the Vx-
Works [66] realtime operating system and detector specific software. ODF builds the
complete event data and then pass them from the ROMs to a farm of 32 Unix worksta-
tions, which run the OEP software including L3 filtering. Events passing the L3 trigger
are sent to the LM, which combines all the events from 32 OEP nodes and write to a
single file for each run. This file is then processed for full event reconstruction by the
OPR, which selects physics events and collects monitoring data for quality control, and
finally write the output into an object oriented event store.
The OPR also performs one important task of rolling calibrations, where calibra-
tion constants generated during event reconstruction for one run, are then used during
the reconstruction of events in the next run by OPR. These constants are stored in a
condition database for use when reading the processed events from the event store.
Figure 2.24: Schematic layout of the BaBar DAQ system.
is responsible for the control and monitoring of environmental conditions of the detector
systems; online run control (ORC), which ties together all the other components, and is
responsible for sequencing their operations, and providing a graphical user interface (GUI)
for operator control.
The BaBar DAQ system was designed to support an L1 trigger rate of up to 2 kHz, with
an average event size of ∼ 32 kB and an L3 output rate of up to 120Hz. It must contribute
no more than a time-averaged 3% dead time during normal DAQ.
The components of the BaBar DAQ system are shown schematically in Figure 2.24. All
BaBar sub-detectors share common electronics architecture. Raw analog signals from detec-
tors are processed, digitised, and buffered in the FEEs. Upon the L1 Accept signal, under the
control of ODF, raw data from the FEEs of each sub-det ctor are passed via optical fibres
to the VME based readout modules (ROMs) in the dataflow crates. The ROMs are based
on single-board computers that run the Vx-Works real-time operating system and detector
specific software. ODF builds the complete event data and then pass them from the ROMs
to a farm of 32 Unix workstations, which run the OEP software including L3 filtering. Events
passing the L3 trigger are sent to the LM, which combines all the events from 32 OEP nodes
and write to a single file for each run. This file is then processed for full event reconstruction
by the OPR, which selects physics events and collects monitoring data for quality control,
and finally write the output into an object oriented event store.
The OPR also performs the important task of running calibrations: calibration constants
generated during the event reconstruction of one run, are used by OPR during the next one.
These constants are also stored in a database and retrieved when processed events are read
from the event store.




he BaBar software environment includes online and oﬄine systems. The online system is
responsible for real-time control of the detector, monitoring, calibration, and data ac-
quisition as summarized in the previous chapter (Paragraph 2.3.2). The oﬄine system
consists of tools for simulation, reconstruction, data quality control and physics analysis.
Both online and oﬄine systems are based on object-oriented design and use C++ as their
primary programming language. Codes are divided into modules, each of which performs a
particular task, such that they can be reused for many purposes and across the two systems.
The oﬄine tools share the same object-oriented architecture in the BaBar application
framework, which is a flexible, general-purpose structure to enforce certain well-designed
standards of code behaviour, using the TCL language as the user interface. The framework
is implemented as a class library, which defines the interface of all user classes and the
interactions between them.
3.1 Monte Carlo simulation
BaBar largely employs simulations based techniques both for the detector development and for
analysis studies like analysis strategy optimisation, determination of the selection efficiencies,
modelling of fit variables, background studies and analysis validation.
Monte Carlo simulation inBaBar uses the Jetset[58] package for the generation of inclusive
B meson decays and continuum events and EvtGen[59] package for the generation of B mesons
to exclusive final states. Secondly the full BaBar detector simulation is performed using the
Geant 4 Simulation Toolkit[60][61][62], which allows modelling of the geometry of the detector
in great detail and simulates the passage of the particle through it.
The final output of the simulation contains the signals into the detector and the associated
information about the simulated particle that generated them. Signals then are digitised in the
same format of real data and undergo the same reconstruction steps. However the associated
information allow verifying if the particles that generated the signals match the reconstructed
ones.
Machine backgrounds are included in the simulation inserting events recorded during data
taking with random triggers.
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Only in 2004, 1.5·109 generic and exclusive events were generated. These events are
generated using all the different detector conditions of Run 1–4 (due either to geometry or to
efficiency changes) and with the right luminosity proportion.
3.2 Measurement of number of BB¯ events
Branching fraction measurements require knowledge of the total number of B mesons in the
dataset. BaBar determines this quantity by attributing the increase in the rate of hadronic
events from the off- to the on-resonance data to the Υ(4S) decays. The number of BB¯ events












· Non offH is the number of events satisfying a hadronic selection in each data sample.
· Non offµ+µ− is the number of events satisfying a muon selection in each data sample.
· Nonµ+µ−/Noffµ+µ− is the ratio between the two datasets luminosities (neglecting efficiencies
differences).
· εBB¯ is the efficiency of the hadronic selection on BB¯ events. It is evaluated on Monte
Carlo and particular attention has been made to confirm that all the significant variables
distributions are well reproduced by data.
· κ accounts continuum cross-section, continuum efficiency, µ+µ− cross-section and
µ+µ− efficiency differences at the two different energies (it is κ ∼ 1).
This relation assumes that BR
(
Υ(4S)→BB¯) = 1, which is a reasonable approximation[1].
The number of BB¯ events used in this analysis is (231.7± 1.5) ·106.
3.3 Measurement of total integrated luminosity
The usual method for determining the luminosity in e+–e− colliders is through the relationship
L=N/σ (Vis), where N is the number of events observed for a reference reaction and σ (Vis) =
ε · σ (Th) is the visible cross-section for this reaction. σ (Th) is the theoretically expected
cross-section and ε is the efficiency for identifying these events in the experiment.
ε is calculated using full detector simulation. The requirements for such a method are
evident:
· The reactions used must have high and well-known theoretical cross-section
· The simulation of the detector must be exact and easy to validate using real data
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The redundancy offered by the use of multiple such reactions can be a powerful tool
in minimizing systematic errors. In BaBar luminosity is measured through the rates of
e+e−→e+e− (γ) and e+e−→µ+µ− (γ) events. e+e−→γγ events are only considered as a
crosscheck, but are not used in the luminosity measurement.
The total integrated luminosity used in this analysis is 210.487 fb−1.
3.4 Central analysis
The tracks and neutral clusters reconstruction and the particle identification in BaBar are
performed with common analysis techniques shortly after data is collected. The next chapter
summarizes the algorithms used for this part of analysis and the performances obtained.
3.4.1 Tracking
Complete reconstruction of B decays (in addition to other major BaBar analysis techniques,
such as tagging) requires precise and efficient charged particle tracking. To satisfy these
stringent particle tracking requirements, BaBar combine tracks information from SVT and
DCH.
Track reconstruction begins in the DCH using tracks found by the L3 trigger algorithm as
a starting point. A Kalman fitting algorithm is carried out on the hits associated with these
tracks taking into account the material and small variations in the magnetic field. Additional
drift chamber hits, which are found to be consistent with the tracks, are added in.
Two more track finders are then run over the remaining drift chamber hits. These look for
tracks which do not span the whole chamber, or which do not originate from the interaction
point.
All the tracks found in the drift chamber are extrapolated into the SVT (again taking into
account the material and variation in the field) and any SVT hit, which is consistent with
the tracks, is added in. Finally a stand-alone SVT track finder is run on the remaining SVT
hits to and low momentum tracks, which do not reach the drift chamber.
During each tracks fit iteration the estimation of the collision time t0 is refined. The
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Figure 43. Measurements of the differences between the fitted track parameters of the two halves of
cosmic ray muons, with transverse momenta above 3 GeV/c, a) ∆d0, b) ∆z0, c) ∆φ0, and d) ∆ tanλ.
are symmetric; the non-Gaussian tails are small.
The distributions for the differences in z0 and
tanλ show a clear offset, attributed to residual
problems with the internal alignment of the SVT.
Based on the full width at half maximum of these
distributions the resolutions for single tracks can
be parametized as
σd0 = 23µm σφ0 = 0.43mrad
σz0 = 29µm σtan λ = 0.53 · 10−3.
The dependence of the resolution in d0 and z0
on the transverse momentum pt is presented in
Figure 44. The measurement is based on tracks
in multi-hadron events. The resolution is deter-
mined from the width of the distribution of the
difference between the measured parameters, d0
and z0, and the coordinates of the vertex recon-
structed from the remaining tracks in the event.
These distributions peak at zero, but have a tail
for positive values due to the effect of particle de-
cays. Consequently, only the negative part of the
distributions reflects the measurement error and
is used to extract the resolution. Event shape
cuts and a cut on the χ2 of the vertex fit are ap-
plied to reduce the effect of weak decays on this
measurement. The contribution from the vertex
errors are removed from the measured resolutions
in quadrature. The d0 and z0 resolutions so mea-
sured are about 25µm and 40µm respectively at
pt = 3 GeV/c. These values agree well with ex-
pectations, and are also in reasonable agreement
with the results obtained from cosmic rays.















Figure 44. Resolution in the parameters d0 and
z0 for tracks in multi-hadron events as a function
of the transverse momentum. The data are cor-
rected for the effects of particle decays and ver-
texing errors.
Figure 45 shows the estimated error in the mea-
surement of the difference along the z-axis be-
tween the vertices of the two neutral B mesons,
one of them is fully reconstructed, the other
serves as a flavor tag. The rms width of 190µm
is dominated by the reconstruction of the tagging
B vertex, the rms resolution for the fully recon-
structed B meson is 70µm. The data meet the
design expectation [2].
While the position and angle measurements
near the IP are dominated by the SVT measure-
Figure 3.1: d0, z0, φ0 and an (λ) resolutions.
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have e major precision on the track hits in the DCH, since the position of the hit within a
given cell is related to the drift time.
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Figure 43. Measurements of the differences between the fitted track parameters of the two halves of
cosmic ray muons, with transverse momenta above 3 GeV/c, a) ∆d0, b) ∆z0, c) ∆φ0, and d) ∆ tanλ.
are symmetric; the non-Gaussian tails are small.
The distributions for the differences in z0 and
tanλ show a clear offset, attributed to residual
problems with the internal alignment of the SVT.
Based on the full width at half maximum of these
distributions the resolutions for single tracks can
be parametized as
σd0 = 23µm σφ0 = 0.43mrad
σz0 = 29µm σtan λ = 0.53 · 10−3.
The dependence of the resolution in d0 and z0
on the transverse momentum pt is presented in
Figure 44. The measurement is based on tracks
in multi-hadron events. The resolution is deter-
mined from the width of the distribution of the
difference between the measured parameters, d0
and z0, and the coordinates of the vertex recon-
structed from the remaining tracks in the event.
These distributions peak at zero, but have a tail
for positive values due to the effect of particle de-
cays. Consequently, only the negative part of the
distributions reflects the measurement error and
is used to extract the resolution. Event shape
cuts and a cut on the χ2 of the vertex fit are ap-
plied to reduce the effect of weak decays on this
measurement. The contribution from the vertex
errors are removed from the measured resolutions
in quadrature. The d0 and z0 resolutions so mea-
sured are about 25µm and 40µm respectively at
pt = 3 GeV/c. These values agree well with ex-
pectations, and are also in reasonable agreement
with the results obtained from cosmic rays.















Figure 44. Resolution in the parameters d0 and
z0 for tracks in multi-hadron events as a function
of the transverse momentum. The data are cor-
rected for the effects of particle decays and ver-
texing errors.
Figure 45 shows the estimated error in the mea-
surement of the difference along the z-axis be-
tween the vertices of the two neutral B mesons,
one of them is fully reconstructed, the other
serves as a flavor tag. The rms width of 190µm
is dominated by the reconstruction of the tagging
B vertex, the rms resolution for the fully recon-
structed B meson is 70µm. The data meet the
design expectation [2].
While the position and angle measurements
near the IP are dominated by the SVT measure-
Figure 3.2: d0, z0 resolutions as a function
of pT.
5 variables and their error ma rix.
• d0 defin d as the distanc of the track to the
z-axis at the tr ck point of clos st approach
to the z-axis
• z0 defined as the distance of the track point
of closest approach from the origin along the
z-axis
• φ0 defined as the azimuthal angle of the track
at the track point of closest approach
• λ defined as the dip angle with respect to the
transverse plane
• ω efined as the track curvature. It is pro-
portional to 1pT
The performances of the tracking system are monitored using collision dilepton and
hadronic ev nts, as well as cosmics ray ata. The resolutions of d0, z0, φ0 and tan (λ)
are ominated by the SVT.















Figure 45. Distribution of the error on the dif-
ference ∆z between the B meson vertices for a
sample of events in which one B0 is fully recon-
structed.
ments, the DCH contributes primarily to the pt
measurement. Figure 46 shows the resolution in
the transverse momentum derived from cosmic
muons. The data are well represented by a linear
function,
σpt/pt = (0.13± 0.01)% · pt + (0.45± 0.03)%,
where the transverse momentum pt is measured
in GeV/c. These values for the resolution param-
eters are very close to the initial estimates and
can be reproduced by Monte Carlo simulations.
More sophisticated treatment of the DCH time-
to-distance relations and overall resolution func-
tion are presently under study.
Figure 47 shows the mass resolution for J/ψ
mesons reconstructed in the µ+µ− final state,
averaged over all data currently available. The
reconstructed peak is centered 0.05% below the
expected value, this difference is attributed to
the remaining inaccuracies in the SVT and DCH
alignment and in the magnetic field parameteriza-
tion. The observed mass resolution differs by 15%
for data recorded at the two DCH HV settings,
it is 13.0± 0.3 MeV/c2 and 11.4± 0.3 MeV/c2 at














Figure 46. Resolution in the transverse mo-
mentum pt determined from cosmic ray muons















Mass M(µ+µ−)  (GeV/c2)2-20018583A35
Figure 47. Reconstruction of the decay J/ψ →
µ+µ− in selected BB events.
7.4. Summary
The two tracking devices, the SVT and DCH,
have been performing close to design expectations
from the start of operations. Studies of track res-
olution at lower momenta and as a function of
polar and azimuthal angles are still under way.
Likewise, the position and angular resolution at
Figure 3.3: pT resolution as a function of
pT.
rameters obt ined using cosmics rays travers-
ing the detector and fitting the upper and lower
halves of each track as a separate track. Only
tracks above 3GeV are considered and further
cuts are applied on d0, z0 and λ in order to
consider only tracks passing near the interac-
tion point. The resolutions found are: σz0 =
29µm, σd0 = 23µm, σφ0 = 0.43mrad, σtan(λ) =
0.53·10−3.
The dependence of the d0 and z0 resolution
on the transverse momentum pT is shown in Fig-
ure 3.2.
The pT resolution and the overall tracking ef-
ficiency are dominated by the DCH. The trans-
verse momentum resolution shown in Figure 3.3
is well represented by a linear function
σpT
pT
= (0.13± 0.01)% · pT + (0.45± 0.03)% (3.2)
where the transverse momentum pT is measured in GeV/c. Finally Figure 3.4 shows the
overall tracking efficiency.
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3.4.2 Charged particles identification
Only five types of charged tracks are sufficiently long-lived to leave a track in the BaBar
detector: electrons, muons, pions, kaons and protons. All other charged particles decay
before reaching the first SVT layer.
































Figure 42. Monte Carlo studies of low momentum
tracks in the SVT: a) comparison of data (contri-
butions from combinatoric background and non-
BB events have been subtracted) with simulation
of the transverse momentum spectrum of pions
from D∗+ → D0pi+ in BB events, and b) effi-
ciency for slow pion detection derived from simu-
lated events.
The absolute DCH tracking efficiency is deter-
mined as the ratio of the number of reconstructed
DCH tracks to the number of tracks detected
in the SVT, with the requirement that they fall
within the acceptance of the DCH. Such stud-
ies have been performed for different samples of
multi-hadron events. Figure 40 shows the re-
sult of one such study for the two voltage set-
tings. The measurement errors are dominated by
the uncertainty in the correction for fake tracks
in the SVT. At the design voltage of 1960V,
the efficiency averages 98 ± 1% per track above
200 MeV/c and polar angle θ > 500mrad. The
data recorded at 1900V show a reduction in effi-
ciency by about 5% for tracks at close to normal
incidence, indicating that the cells are not fully
efficient at this voltage.
The standalone SVT tracking algorithms have
a high efficiency for tracks with low transverse
momentum. This feature is important for the de-
tection of D∗ decays. To study this efficiency,
decays D∗+ → D0pi+ are selected by recon-
structing events of the type B¯ → D∗+X fol-
lowed by D∗+ → D0pi+ → K−pi+pi+. For the
majority of these low momentum pions the mo-
mentum resolution is limited by multiple scat-
tering, but the production angle can be deter-
mined from the signals in innermost layers of
the SVT. Figure 41 shows the mass difference
∆M = M(K−pi+pi+) − M(K−pi+), for the to-
tal sample and the subsample of events in which
the slow pion has been reconstructed in both the
SVT and the DCH. The difference in these two
distributions demonstrates the contribution from
SVT standalone tracking, both in terms of the
gain of signal events and of resolution. The gain
in efficiency is mostly at very low momenta, and
the resolution is impacted by multiple scattering
and limited track length of the slow pions. To
derive an estimate of the tracking efficiency for
these low momentum tracks, a detailed Monte
Carlo simulation was performed. Specifically, the
pion spectrum was derived from simulation of the
inclusive D∗ production in BB events, and the
Monte Carlo events were selected in the same way
as the data. A comparison of the detected slow
pion spectrum with the Monte Carlo prediction is
presented in Figure 42. Based on this very good
agreement, the detection efficiency has been de-
rived from the Monte Carlo simulation. The SVT
significantly extends the capability of the charged
particle detection down to transverse momenta of
∼50 MeV/c.
7.3. Track Parameter Resolutions
The resolution in the five track parameters is
monitored in OPR using e+e− and µ+µ− pair
events. It is further investigated oﬄine for tracks
in multi-hadron events and cosmic ray muons.
Cosmic rays that are recorded during normal
data-taking offer a simple way of studying the
track parameter resolution. The upper and lower
halves of the cosmic ray tracks traversing the
DCH and the SVT are fit as two separate tracks,
and the resolution is derived from the difference of
the measured parameters for the two track halves.
To assure that the tracks pass close to the beam
interaction point, cuts are applied on the d0, z0,
and tanλ. The results of this comparison for the
coordinates of the point of closest approach and
the angles are shown in Figure 43 for tracks with
momenta above pt of 3 GeV/c. The distributions
Figure 3.4: Track efficiency as a function
of pT.
hadron events, for the general reconstruction, all
tracks are assumed to be a pion in the initial track-
ing fits and pion mass is used in defining the mo-
mentum of the track. Studies have been done to
show that this assumption has a negligible effect
except in low momentum particles and it is easy
to correct for a different particle hypothesis in the
later analysis if another choice is needed.
BaBar has developed specialized non-mutually
exclusive algorithms to identify charged particles.
More details are given in the next paragraphs.
When particle ID is used to identify a track, the
corresponding mass hypothesis is assigned.
3.4.2.1 e± identification
The main properties used for electron identification comes from EMC:
· E/p ratio (near 1 for electrons), where E is the deposited energy and p is the track
momentum
· Shower energy












where N is the number of EMC crystals associated with the track, Ei is the energy
deposited in the i-th crystal (with E1 > · · · > EN ), ri is the distance of the i-th
crystal from the shower centre and r0 is the average distance between two crystals
(approximately 5 cm for the BaBar calorimeter.
LAT usually is small for electrons as they deposit most of their energy in two or three
crystals
Other quantities used are the DCH dE/dx measure, the number of crystals in the shower,
the Cherenkov angle and the number of Cherenkov photons produced.
3.4.2.2 µ± identification
Muon identification mainly relies on information from IFR and EMC. A muon is expected
to deposit a minimum energy in the EMC and pass trough several layers of steel in the flux
return. Several variables are used for muon identification, including:
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· The energy deposit in the EMC
· The number of IFR layer in the cluster
· The number of interaction lengths traversed by a track through the whole BaBar
detector, considering the last IFR layer hit
· The difference between the measured and the expected number of interaction lengths
transversed
· The average number of strips hit per layer and the corresponding standard deviation
· The IFR hits continuity, defined as the fraction of IFR layers hit out of the total number
of layers from the first hit layer to the last one.
· The χ2 per degree of freedom of two fits: the IFR hit strips in the cluster with respect
to the cluster extrapolation and the two-dimensional polynomial fit of IFR cluster.
3.4.2.3 Hadrons identification
The selection of charged hadrons mainly uses DCH and SVT dE/dx measure, the Cherenkov
angle and the number of Cherenkov photons produced in the DIRC.
The dE/dx distribution follows the Bethe-Block formula according to the particle hy-
pothesis and the momentum. The number of Cherenkov photons produced in the quartz by a
given particle follows a Poissonian distribution with a central value depending on the particle
type and charge, the momentum and the polar angle and the position of the hit quartz bar.
Finally the Cherenkov angle is a function of the momentum and particle type.
These variables are the input for either likelihood-based or neural network-based particle
type selectors. For each particle type there are several selectors available that differs for the
selection and misidentification efficiencies. Selectors used for this analysis are summarised in
Table 4.5.
3.4.3 EMC clusters reconstruction
Crystals with signal in the EMC are clustered together using a three-step algorithm.
In the first step, the algorithm searches crystals that have detected energy greater than
10MeV and then all the neighbours of this crystal are examined and kept as part of the
cluster if they have energy greater than 1MeV. Similarly the neighbours of all the crystals
in the cluster are examined and added into the cluster if they pass the 1MeV threshold, and
this is iterated until all the crystals outside the cluster fail the energy threshold cut.
The second step consists in a bump finding algorithm, which tries to split the cluster into
bumps, which have local maxima in energy. These bumps could be formed if two photons hit
the calorimeter close together and their calorimeter showers overlap.
Finally there is a track-cluster and track-bump matching algorithm, which calculates if the
cluster/bump is associated to a charged track. If the matching is greater than a threshold the
bump/cluster is assumed to have originated from the charged particle producing the track,
and is associated with that track in further reconstruction and analysis.
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Bumps without a track associated are considered generated by neutral particles. As only
photons are relevant for this analysis, this chapter does not treat the other neutral particles.
3.4.4 Photons reconstruction
Bumps identified as photons are required to have:
· A minimum energy: ELab > 30MeV
· LAT < 0.80: indeed backgrounds due to hadronic interactions, either by K0L or neutrons
can be fought by applying requests on the shape of the calorimeter cluster: photons,
like electrons, have small LAT values
As initial approximation, momenta and angles consistent with photons originating from
the axis origin are assigned to cluster that pass the previous cuts. Then, when it is possible,
photons momentum direction is refined using the vertex of the particle emitting it.
3.4.5 Decay chains and vertexes
BaBar analyses typically require the reconstruction of at least one entire B meson decay chain.
Signal-to-background ratios, mass and momentum resolutions can be improved by applying
geometric and kinematics constraints deriving from the physics properties of decay.
Types of constraints include, for instance, the identification of the decay vertices and the
application of mass or energy constraints. Designed vertexing algorithms allow dealing with
complex decay chains in a simple way: composite particles are built from the original particles
and are subsequently used in their place in fits and analyses.
Kinematics fits are generally based on the least squares method combined with Lagrangian
multipliers to impose the constraints. Vertex reconstruction algorithms instead minimize the
sum of the squares of the tracks distances of closest approach.
The curvature of the tracks and the non-linearity of the fits imply an iterative procedure.
This is of relevance especially in the presence of long-living particles, such as K0Ss. In other
cases, a single iteration give accurate enough vertex constraints.
The size of the interaction point is about 120µm in x and 9mm in z: many applications
benefit from a more accurate estimate of the primary vertex. This is the case, in particular,
of neutral particles, such as photons or pi0s, where the decay origin is used to measure the
direction of the particle.
The primary vertex is estimated on an event-by-event basis from a vertex fit which uses
charged tracks having |d0| < 1mm and |z0| < 3mm with respect to the beam spot position de-
termined in the previous run with two-prong events. Tracks must also have pT > 100MeV/c,
p < 10GeV/c and at least 20 DCH hits. Tracks with a high χ2 contribution to the vertex fit
are removed until an overall χ2 probability is better than 1%.
In this way, a typical resolution of about 70µm both in x and in z is obtained for the
primary vertex.
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Figure 23: For pi0V eryLoose list, data (black) and MC (blue): a. pi0 mass; b. pi0 momentum;
c. pi0 yield after pi0V eryLoose / pi0 yield before pi0V eryLoose selection; d. Relative efficiencies,
data/MC.
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Figure 24: For pi0DefaultMass list, data (black) and MC (blue): a. pi0 mass; b. pi0 momentum; c.
pi0 yield after pi0DefaultMass / pi0 yield before pi0DefaultMass selection; d. Relative efficiencies,
data/MC.
Figure 3.5: pi0 efficiency
3.4.5.1 K0S reconstruction
In my analysis, neutral kaons are reconstructed only through decay K0S→pi+pi− (branching
fraction of 68.95%[1]). The selector used combines two opposite charged tracks from the tracks
list and applies on the K0S candidate the following criteria:
· 300GeV < mpi+pi− < 700GeV
· Tracks are fitted with a geometric constraint
· mpi+pi− of the fitted KS candidate must be within ±7MeV from the PDG[1] value
3.4.5.2 pi0 identification
pi0 is reconstructed only into γγ decays (the branching ratio is 98.792 ± 0.032%[1]). Apart
from the photon criteria described in the previous section, the following additional conditions
must be satisfied:
· Epi0 > 200MeV
· 115MeV < mpi0 < 150MeV
Finally a mass constraint is applied. Momenta and angles are calculated as if the photons
were originated from the primary vertex.
The selection efficiency with these criteria is shown in Figure 3.5.
Chapter 4
Reconstruction of the
process B± → (cc¯)H K± with
(cc¯)H → (cc¯)L γ
T
his analysis searches for the production of hc state in the decay B±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ
and ηc→hadrons. Compared to the direct hadronic decay of hc this method has some
advantages:
· The ηc hadronic decays are well-known
· The ηc mass and the γ direction can be used to reject backgrounds
and the expected branching ratio around 50% for the radiative decay hc→ηcγ mitigates the
disadvantage of having one more decay. Finally, the B±→hcK± branching ratio is expected
to be almost the same as for B±→χc 0K±.
Due to the high backgrounds, no efforts have been spent yet for an analogous analysis for
B0 mesons, even if the analysis tools are available.
This analysis has been performed blind. The decay channel B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ,
and J/ψ→hadrons was used as unblind control sample.
The blind analysis is a technique used to hide the signal region of the data sample until
the analysis has been optimised and all the problems have been fixed. A false signal could
be enhanced if the selection criteria are made to do so intentionally. By not looking at the
signal region, this blind procedure reduces the risk of any such bias introduced while tuning
the analysis parameters. The signal region is unblinded only at the end, when the analysis
has been finalized.
The number of expected events, assuming 100% of efficiency, for Run 1–4 luminosity
(210.487 fb−1) is shown in Table 4.2.
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J/ψ→K+K+K−K−´ (1.68± 0.35) ·10−3 including φ→K+K− decays
BR
`
J/ψ→K+K+pi0´ (1.00± 0.16) ·10−3 with pi0→γγ
Table 4.1: Decay rates relevant for this analysis. If it is not differently stated, the branching
ratios are taken from PDG 2004[1].
4.1 Data sample
The data sample used for my analysis consists of the data collected by BaBar since October
1999 up to June 2004. This corresponds to a total luminosity of 210.487 fb−1 taken at the
Υ(4S) mass and 21.587 fb−1 taken 40MeV below the resonance peak.
In addition to real data events, the analysis uses Monte Carlo generated events are used
to simulate expected signal and generic backgrounds events. Selection criteria are tuned on
the simulated data considering the rejection power of the backgrounds and the final selection
efficiency.
Generic Monte Carlo events are used to simulate the backgrounds (the equivalent lumi-
nosities are summarized in Table 4.3). Paragraph 3.1 gives a detailed description of the tools
used to generate Monte Carlo events.
Monte Carlo signal consists of about 20.000 events for each channel of interest. The exact
number of events available for each channel is summarized in Table 4.4. When the angular





pi+pi−pp¯ < 358 285
K+K+K−K− 104 80
K+K+pi0 280 47
Table 4.2: Expected events for 210.487 fb−1 using branching ratios from Table 4.1
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On–peak data 210.487 fb−1
Off–peak data 21.587 fb−1
B±B∓ generic Monte Carlo 1166 fb−1
B0B¯0 generic Monte Carlo 1120 fb−1
uu¯, dd¯ and ss¯ generic Monte Carlo 179 fb−1
cc¯ generic Monte Carlo 164 fb−1
Table 4.3: Data and Monte Carlo luminosities.
distributions of the decays were not available, phase-space-only distributions were assumed.
Monte Carlo B candidates are properly weighted in order to reproduce the data luminosity.
The overall correction factor can be written in the following way:




where wLuminosity is the rescaling factor to adapt








Table 4.4: Events used to simulate the
signal (private SP6 production).
all Monte Carlo datasets to the data luminosity
(LData/LMontecarlo category). For generic Monte Carlo
categories the luminosity is NMontecarlo category/
/σMontecarlo category, while for the signal categories it
is NSignal/(2×σB+B−×Branching ratio). The branch-
ing ratios are the ones reported in Table 4.1.
wi is the correction factor due to the discrepan-
cies between data and Monte Carlo on the track re-
construction efficiency εi,Data/εi,MC. The correction
factor is a function of the direction and momentum of
the track. An example of correction factor distribution
is shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2 Semi–exclusive algorithm
A generic reconstruction technique, named semi-exclusive, has been developed in order to
account the large number of hadronic final states of (cc¯)L.
The algorithm uses three lists of particles as input: a list of charged hadron candidates
(pi±s, K±s, and protons), a list of neutral hadron candidates (pi0s and K0s) and a list con-
taining seeds particles. Seeds are fictitious particle candidates and are the combination of a
photon candidate with a charged kaon candidate. The photon is the candidate for the ra-
diative decay (cc¯)H→(cc¯)Lγ and the kaon is the candidate of the decay B±→(cc¯)HK±. Each
seed carries information about the photon and kaon that generated it and has a momentum
that is the sum of the two candidates momenta. Selection criteria of particles candidates are
reported in Table 4.5.
Seeds are required to have a kinematics compatible with the decay of B± in a charmo-
nium state. More in detail if X±→γK± is one of these fictitious particles, it must exists a
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Figure 4.1: Typical
QnTracks
i=1 wi correction factor distribution.
charmonium state (cc¯)L chosen between J/ψ and ηc and a charmonium state (cc¯)H chosen
between ψ(2S), hc, χc 0, χc 1, χc 2 and ηc(2S) such as∣∣ν (B±→(cc¯)HK±)∣∣ < 2
|ν ((cc¯)H→(cc¯)Lγ)| < 3 (4.2)∣∣ν (B±→(cc¯)LX±)∣∣ < 3
where
ν (1→2 3) = γ(E
(cms)





with γ = E1/m1, β =
√
1− 1/γ2 and E(cms)2 and p(cms)2 obtained from kinematics con-
strains using the three masses. ν is expected to lie between -1 and 1, neglecting the detector
resolution. ν computation does not require knowing the energy or momentum of particle 2.
The masses used are the nominal masses for B±, K±, (cc¯)H and (cc¯)L, while the X
± mass
is computed from K± and γ momenta. B± energy is half of the beams energy and (cc¯)H
energy is computed as EB± − EK± .
Instead charged hadrons are combined into pairs (V 0) and groups of four tracks with total
charge 0 (W 0). Possible overlaps of V 0 with K0S candidates are removed. B
± candidates are
generated using a seed candidate that have passed the ν conditions and then adding V 0sW 0s
and neutral hadrons with the following criteria:
· If the intermediate candidate has −200MeV < ∆E < 65MeV and mES > 5.18GeV
then it is kept as B± candidate and can be also used as seed in further iterations.
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Seed K±
Charged tracks with a likelihood
based selector for kaons
Seed photon
Photon candidates with
· E > 30MeV
· LAT < 0.8
Seed
Combination of a K± and a pho-
ton with
· Cuts on ν variables (see
Equation (4.2))
· Momentum that is the




· Momentum < 10GeV
· d0 < 1.5 cm
· −10 cm < z0 < 10 cm
and not identified as e±, µ±, pi±
and K±
Hadronic pi0
Details given in Para-
graph 3.4.5.2
Hadronic K±
Charged tracks with a neural
network based selector for kaons
Hadronic K0S
Details given in Para-
graph 3.4.5.1
Hadronic proton
Charged tracks with a likelihood
based selector for protons
Table 4.5: Particle selection criteria.
· If the intermediate candidate has ∆E > 65MeV and mES > 5.18GeV then it is kept
as B± candidate, but no further iterations as seed candidate are possible as adding
another particle would cause to have ∆E > 65MeV +mpi0 ∼ 200MeV.
· If the intermediate candidate has ∆E > 65MeV and mES < 5.18GeV then it cannot
be used either as seed or as B± candidate.
· In the other cases the candidate is considered as seed but not as B± candidate. See
Figure 4.2 for further details.
The variables used in the algorithm are:
mES =
√
(s/2 + ~p0 · ~p)2
E20
− |~p| (4.4)




















Figure 4.2: Zones that defines if intermediate candidates are seeds or B± candidates.
where (E,~p) is the B candidate momentum, (E0, ~p0) is the Υ(4S) momentum as s is the
squared centre of mass energy. Finally the superscript ? is used to distinguish the variables
evaluated in the centre of mass frame from the ones evaluated in the laboratory frame.
B candidates with hadronic decays different from the ones interesting for my analysis
purposes are discarded.
Once obtained the list of possible B± candidates, the decay tree is completely rearranged.
First of all the hadrons (that makes (cc¯)L candidate) are constrained with a geometric fit,
requiring that all tracks pass from a common point. Then the photon is added to the (cc¯)L
requiring again a geometric constraint. Finally the K± is added to the (cc¯)H and again the
geometric constraint is applied to the rebuilt B± candidate.
In the B±→hcK± analysis the B mesons must have 2.922GeV < m(cc¯)L < 3.038GeV,
while in the B±→χc 1K± analysis the B mesons must have 3.038GeV < m(cc¯)L < 3.154GeV.
4.3 Events preselection
Efficiencies ηc J/ψ
pi+pi+pi−pi− 19.5± 0.3% 22.6± 0.3%
pi+pi+pi0 — 17.5± 0.3%
pi+pi−K+K− 11.3± 0.2% 13.7± 0.2%
pi±K∓K0S 15.3± 0.3% 18.1± 0.3%
pi+pi−pp¯ — 13.5± 0.2%
K+K+K−K− 5.7± 0.2% —
K+K+pi0 9.3± 0.2% 11.2± 0.2%
Table 4.6: Efficiency of the semi-exclusive reconstruction with BCMultiHadron and best B criteria
on Monte Carlo signal.
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BCMultiHadron
· At least 3 charged tracks with 23.5◦ <
ϑLab < 145.5◦
· R2, defined in Equation (4.9) must be
< 0.5
· ETot > 4.5GeV
· Primary vertex with z < 6mm
· Primary vertex with r < 0.5mm
Table 4.7: BCMultiHadron selection criteria.
In order to avoid processing all the events recorded by BaBar, the semi-exclusive algorithm
is applied only on a subset of events called BCMultiHadron. This subset is about 23% of the
data recorded by BaBar and has about 98% of efficiency on the signal. A summary of the
cuts applied in the BCMultiHadron selection is shown in Table 4.7
The overall efficiency of the semi-exclusive algorithm and BCMultiHadron condition is
shown in Table 4.6 for each channel of interest.
4.4 Best B selection
BaBar analyses are divided into several steps. Each step takes as input a collection of events
and tightens the signal selection criteria. The first step is the BCMultiHadron condition
followed by the semi-exclusive reconstruction algorithm.
After these steps the analysis can be run






Table 4.8: η variable defined in Equation (4.6).
The table reppresents the efficiency loss on
Monte Carlo signal and backgrounds due to
the application of the best B criterion before
a standard set of cuts for B±→χc 1K± with
χc 1→ J/ψ γ hadronic channels
with standard physics analysis packages like
root and paw. However processing time is still
too long. The third selection criteria consist in
the choice of the best B candidate. This means
that for each event that has more than one
B candidate obtained with the semi-exclusive
algorithm, only one of them is kept, while the
other candidates are discarded.
The criterion used to choose the best B can-
didate is based on ∆E variable: the candidate
kept is the one with the smaller |∆E|.
Usually the best B selection is performed
as last step of the cut based selection, before
performing the final fit. However for this analysis it was decided to perform the best B at
the beginning to sensibly reduce the huge computing time.
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Table 4.8 summarizes the efficiency loss. The variable reported is the ratio between the
number of events passing the selection applying as first step the best B selection and then a
generic cut based selection and the number of events passing the selection the previous two
steps are swapped:
η =
N (Best B + Cuts)
N (Cuts + Best B)
(4.6)
η variable is calculated on Monte Carlo signal and Monte Carlo backgrounds for all the
interesting J/ψ decays applying a generic standard cut selection, but the one obtained from
next chapter optimisation.
4.5 Background types
Backgrounds surviving the previous selection steps can be roughly subdivided into the fol-
lowing categories.
· Continuum (e+e−→(qq¯)) events. They are expected to have different shape from the
signal in the ∆E, mES and m(cc¯)L,H distributions. Moreover light quark events are
expected to have a two-jets topology, while BB¯ events have a mainly spherical shape,
due to the fact that B mesons have low momenta.
· Peaking background, which behaves similar to the signal in the ∆E–mES region, but
differently in the m(cc¯)L,H distributions. This background is mainly due to B decays in
which the final states are the same of the signal.
· Combinatorial events, which comes from signal events where the chosen B candidate
has a wrong combination of final states.
The number of events surviving the semi-exclusive reconstruction and the BCMultiHadron
condition evaluated on Monte Carlo events are listed in Table 4.9. In this analysis the
techniques used to reduce these kind of background are mainly statistical methods and at the









Table 4.9: Monte Carlo background events surviving the semi-exclusive reconstruction with
BCMultiHadron and best B criteria.
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4.6 Analysis approach
The strategy used for my analysis is the following:
1. Events passing the BCMultiHadron condition are considered
2. The semi-exclusive algorithm is applied
3. Best B is chosen on best ∆E basis
4. Kinematics variables cuts are optimised semi-automatically with an iterative process.
mES and m(cc¯)H are not considered in the optimisation process and are treated with a
loose cut
5. Cuts are applied following the optimisation results
6. The residual background is studied on the Monte Carlo events
7. A bidimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed in the mES–m(cc¯)H
plane.
Due to the high backgrounds and to the low number of signal events expected, for simplicity,
the analysis on the control sample (χc 1) has been performed unblind. Experience and tools
developed have been used for a similar blind analysis of the hc state.
4.7 Kinematics variables used in the selection
4.7.1 Plots notation
Plots presented in the following paregraphs (for example, Figure 4.6) share the same colour
scheme. Backgrounds (uu¯, dd¯ and ss¯; cc¯; B±B∓; B0B¯0; combinatorial) are represented with
piled up solid histograms with different violet shades. Signal is piled up with solid cyan, but
if it is negligible compared with backgrounds it is rescaled and is plotted overlapped to the
backgrounds. Finally data events are represented with black stars overlapped to the other
categories.
On the right of each plot there is a short summary of statistical quantities related to each
category (mean, standard deviation, number of events below and over the histogram window,
number of events in the histogram window and total number of events).










where the sum runs on all the Monte Carlo events (signal and background) and wi is the
weight of each event. That graph shows the discrepancy between Data and Monte Carlo
measured in number of standard deviations for each bin.
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4.7.2 Continuum background rejection: the fisher discriminant
The idea to reduce continuum backgrounds is the different topology that B meson decays
(spherical) have from the light quark decays (two jets topology) in the centre of mass frame.
There are several variables that could be used for this purpose and obviously there is a
correlation between all of them (Figure 5.2)
The variable with the highest discrimination power is chosen using the Fisher method.
The Fisher variable (F0 is a non-homogeneous linear combination F =
∑
i α
ivi + β of the
following vi variables:
· Polar angle of the B candidate in the Υ(4S) rest frame. As the Υ(4S)→BB¯ is devay
with angular momentum L = 1, the B angular distribution is sin2 ϑB for the signal.
· Cosine of the angle between the reconstructed B candidate and the event thrust in the
Υ(4S) rest frame. The event thrust is defined as the direction Tˆ that maximizes the







where index i runs only on the reconstructed charged tracks. Due to the fact that B
mesons have spherical shape, the average value of T is 0.5 and no particular direction Tˆ
is preferred. For this reason, signal distribution is flat. On the other hand backgrounds
events have a defined direction (T ∼ 1) and tracks used to reconstruct the B candidate
lie on this direction. For this reason, the variable has a distribution peaked at 1.
· Cosine of the thrust polar angle.
Figure 4.3: Typical distributions of a variable used in the Fisher: the polar angle of the B
candidate. It is shown with the only BCMultiHadron condition set.
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Figure 4.4: Typical distributions of the variables used in the Fisher: the cosine of the angle
between the reconstructed B candidate and the event thrust (top), the cosine of the thrust
polar angle (bottom). These variables are shown with the only BCMultiHadron condition set.
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Figure 4.5: Typical distributions of the variables used in the Fisher: the second order Fox
Wolfram momentum normalized (top) and the magnitude of the event thrust (bottom). These
variables are shown with the only BCMultiHadron condition set. This condition has a cut on R2
computed with charged tracks only (see Table 4.7) that affects the variables distribution.
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· Second order Fox Wolfram momentum normalized and computed with both charged
and neutral tracks. It is defined as
R2 =
∑
i j |~pi||~pj |
(




i j |~pi||~pj |
(4.9)
R2 spreads from 0 (spherical events) to 1 (two-jets events).
· Magnitude of the event thrust T computed with both charged tracks and neutral
clusters.
Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show the typical distributions of each one of these variables.
The Fisher combination maximizes the separation of Monte Carlo signal and background







This constraint leaves some degrees of freedom: if F is a solution, then aF +b is a solution
too. These degrees of freedom are constrained requiring F¯S = 1 and F¯B = −1.
Indicating with x¯iS, x¯
i




B the covariance matrixes
Figure 4.6: Typical Fisher distribution.
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A typical distribution of the Fisher variable is presented in Figure 4.6.
4.7.3 Veto variables
B decays that have final states similar to the signal ones but that have larger branching
fractions can be especially dangerous. As a real B is reconstructed, the background peaks in
the ∆E–mES distribution (peaking background) and even if the distribution in m(cc¯)L,H is
different, the signal could be contaminated due to the larger decay rate.
For this reason, B candidates that have final states in common with other particles are
explicitly rejected.
· If the photon of the radiative decay combined with any other photon has the pi0 mass,
the B candidate is reject
· If the K± either of the B decay or of the hadronic decay combined with a pi∓ has the
D0 mass, the B candidate is reject
· If the K± of the B decay with another K∓ has the φ mass, the B candidate is reject,
but if the two kaons are both from the hadronic decay the B± candidate is kept.




· E > 30MeV
· LAT < 1.1
· 23.5◦ < ϑLab < 138◦
K±
Charged tracks with a likelihood
based selector for kaons
Hadronic pi0
Charged tracks not identified as
e±, µ±, pi± and K±
Table 4.10: Selection criteria applied to the particle outside the B decay tree used in the veto
algorithm.
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Figure 4.7: pi0 and φ veto distributions.
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Figure 4.8: D0 veto distributions using a pi± of the hadronic decay (top) and a K± either of the
hadronic decay or of the B decay (bottom).
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Figure 4.9: Typical veto variable distribution.
Conditions satisfied by photons and tracks used in the combination are listed in Table 4.10.
For each one of these 4 categories, histograms of the invariant mass are generated (all the
possible combination are accumulated for each B candidate). Then through a fit the mean
and standard deviation are obtained for each one of these 4 categories. Finally for each B






where i runs on the four categories and j runs of all the possible combinations.
In other words vi represent the distance of the best combination of two photons or two
tracks from the pi0, D0or φ mass (mass that is measured on data). The cut applied on vi
must reject B candidates with vi near zero.
The definition of this variable is essential in order to optimise the cuts on the veto using
the optimisation algorithm described in the next chapter.
The fits obtained are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. In light violet are accumulated events
with the particle to be vetoed present once or more in the Monte Carlo decay tree, while in
dark violet are accumulated the remaining events. The green box on the right shows the fit
results.
An example of the typical shape of the variable used in the optimisation is shown in
Figure 4.9.
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4.7.4 Particle identification variables
The charged hadrons of the hadronic decay have rather tight selection criteria. For this reason
they are not considered in the optimisation process. The only charged track whose selection
criteria could be tightened is the K± of the B decay.
For charged tracks, particle identification criteria are represented with several bits that
are set to 1 when a particular filter is satisfied by the track. These bits are not mutually
exclusive, however fixed the particle hypothesis and the algorithm used (cut based, neural
network or likelihood), the criteria can be sorted by their tightness. For K± likelihood based
criteria the bits are named NotPion, VeryLoose, Loose, Tight and VeryTight.
The variable used for the optimisation process is a discrete variable that is set to 6 if
VeryTight bit is set, 5 if the previous bit is not set, but the Tight is instead set, and so on
till 2 if the only NotPion bit is set. This bit is always set due to the fact that K±s of the B
decay are selected using this criterion.
For neutral hadrons (K0S and pi
0) the variables used for the optimisation process are the
particle mass and the fit probability of the geometric constraint.
Finally for the photon the variables considered in the optimisation process are the number






























This variable is a measurement of the shower shape and allows discriminating hadronic
showers (more irregular) from the electromagnetic ones.
4.7.5 Vertex fit variables
The geometric constraint on the decay vertices gives in output the vertex fit probabilities. In
the optimisation process, the probabilities on the (cc¯)L→hadrons and B±→(cc¯)HK± vertices
are used. These variables should be equally distributed between 0 and 1 for the signal and
have a peak at 0 for the background.
4.7.6 Kinematics variables
The kinematics variables used in the analysis are ∆E defined in (4.5), mES defined in (4.4),
the mass of the heavy charmonium state and the mass of the light charmonium state.
Of these variables, ∆E has been used for the best B selection criterion and it cannot
used in a fit has both signal and backgrounds have a peak in 0. Only a cut can be applied
on it and is inserted between the variables considered in the optimisation process. mES and
the heavy-charmonium are used for the fit: no cuts are applied on them. Finally the light
charmonium mass is optimised too.
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Other kinematics variables considered in the optimisation process are the ν variables,




is used as the other two variables need
to know the heavy charmonium mass and for hc this mass is not known.
Another variable used in the optimisation process is the cosine of the direction of the
photon relative to the direction of the kaon in the light charmonium rest frame.
This variable has a different distribution for J/ψ and ηc decays. The distributions can
be explained in the following way. Consider the B± decay into (cc¯)H and K
±: the total
angular momentum must be conserved. This means ~l + ~j(cc¯)H = 0. As
~l · ~p = 0 (with ~p
the K±momentum), it follows that in the (cc¯)H rest frame (cc¯)H spin is orthogonal to the ~p
direction or jpˆK± = 0.
At the same way, considering the (cc¯)H decay into (cc¯)L and γ, it follows that ~j(cc¯)H =
~l +~j(cc¯)L +
~jγ and then j(cc¯)H, pˆγ = j(cc¯)L, pˆγ +
~jγ, pˆγ .
As ~jγ, pˆγ can only be ±1, and ηc has spin 0, it follows that jhc, pˆγ = ±1.
The quantity
∣∣〈 jhc, pˆK± = 0 jhc, pˆγ = ±1 〉∣∣2 = 12 sin2 ϑpˆK± , pˆγ . It follows that the dis-
tribution of the cosϑ is ∝ 1− cos2 ϑ.
The J/ψ case is rather more complex. The allowed combinations are:





Using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients it can be demonstrated that all the cases have the
same probability.
Finally
∣∣〈 jhc, pˆK± = 0 jhc, pˆγ = 0 〉∣∣2 = cos2 ϑpˆK± , pˆγ . It follows that the distribution of
the cosϑ is ∝ 1 + cos2 ϑ.
The experimental distribution of the backgrounds is almost flat with a peak at cos2 ϑ near
1.




uts to apply on the discriminating variables described in the previous chapter are op-
timised with an algorithm that maximises a function of the signal S and of the back-
ground B.
Typical functions are S/B, S/
√
S +B and S/
√
B ratios. Usually the optimisation is
maximised using S/
√
S +B function, that means maximise the expected signal compared to
the expected data fluctuations. However due to the fact that B± → hcK± and hc → ηc γ
branching fractions are unknown, the S/
√
B ratio is preferred. This ratio means maximize
the expected signal compared with the background fluctuations and is the correct criterion





Starting from a reasonable loose cuts configuration, all the cut conditions has been examined
one by one choosing each time (without the help of an automated algorithm) the cut threshold
that maximizes S/
√
B and at the same time does not disadvantage the efficiency.
This choice is based on graphs that show the integral of the signal, of the background
and eventually of the data as a function of the cut under study when all the other cuts are
applied with the current optimised values.
On these graphs S/
√
B is also plotted so it is possible to directly compare the loss of
efficiency with the S/
√
B gain. On these plots S/
√
B errors have been propagated in order
to consider during the optimisation process at least the errors due to the limited simulated
events statistics.
The previous process is iterated more than once on all discriminating variables until a
stable condition has been reached. Cuts that do not bring a significant gain on S/
√
B are
not applied, but are still considered in the next optimisation iterations.
For each iteration, the Fisher linear combination is optimised too, applying all the other
cuts. In that way the Fisher rejection power is always maximized.
As the analysis is finalized accumulating together all the significant hadronic decays and
then applying a bidimensional fit on m(cc¯)H–mES, these two variables are not considered in
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the iterative optimisation process and a fixed very loose selection cut (with ∼ 100% of signal
efficiency) is applied to mES (5.269 < mES < 5.289). No selections are applied on m(cc¯)H ,
as the hc mass in not known. Figure 5.1 shows the mES distribution as it appears for the
J/ψ → pi+ pi− pi0 with the BCMultiHadron and best B selections only.
The next paragraphs shortly describes how the cuts onmES affect the optimisation process
and if it is possible to accumulate separately optimised hadronic channels without loosing the
optimisation process.
5.1.1 Choice of the cuts on the not optimised variables
Figure 5.2 shows the cross-correlation between the selection variables for signal, background
and data.
Cross-correlationi, j =
〈vivj〉S − 〈vi〉S 〈vj〉S√







where S is the signal distribution and could be replaced with the background or data ones.
As it is demonstrated in Figure 5.2, mES variable is uncorrelated with any other variable
used in the optimisation.
It is easy to demonstrate that if two sets of variables ~x and ~y are uncorrelated, then their
optimisation is completely independent.
Figure 5.1: mES distribution for B
±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯ decay before any
cut applied.
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s (~x, ~y) d~xd~y (5.2)
where ~cx, y are the choice of cuts respectively for the sets of variables ~x and ~y, and s(~x, ~y) is



























So whatever is the fixed set of cuts ~cx, the same result is always obtained. In my analysis
mES is uncorrelated with all the other selection variables and for this reason whatever is the
cut chosen on mES, I obtain the same opti-
misation result.
5.2 Optimisation results
In the next pages optimisation results are
shown for all the channels under study.
However only B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 →
J/ψ γ and J/ψ → pi+ pi− p p¯ plots are
shown. All the analysis optimisation plots
are available in Appendix .
Figure 5.2: Cross-correlation between variables considered during the optimisation process for
signal (left), background (right) and data (top). The first five variables are the ones used in
the Fisher linear combination. These results are relative to the B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ
and J/ψ → pi+ pi− p p¯ decay.
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5.2.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ






∆E > −30MeV < 20MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mJ/ψ > 3.085GeV < 3.105GeV
Prob (J/ψ fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 7
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —








S/B (10.5± 0.4) ·10−3
5.2.1.2 J/ψ → pi+ pi− pi0
Variables Cuts
Fisher > 0.60
Veto pi0 > 1.5
Veto φ —
Veto D0 —
∆E > −50MeV < 20MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mJ/ψ > 3.065GeV < 3.110GeV







Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 7
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —








S/B (35± 2) ·10−3
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∆E > −40MeV < 20MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mJ/ψ > 3.085GeV < 3.110GeV
Prob (J/ψ fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 7
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —








S/B (22.5± 1.1) ·10−3
5.2.1.4 J/ψ → pi+ pi− p p¯
Plots presented (for example, Figure 5.3) share the same colour scheme. Backgrounds (uu¯,
dd¯ and ss¯; cc¯; B±B∓; B0B¯0; combinatorial) are represented in violet; signal is in cyan and
data in black. The S/
√
B is plotted in green. The left y axis and the grid refer to the S/
√
B






∆E > −40MeV < 20MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.0001
mJ/ψ > 3.090GeV < 3.105GeV
Prob (J/ψ fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 6
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —










Figure 5.3: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯ variables optimisation
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Figure 5.4: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯ variables optimisation
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Figure 5.5: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯ variables optimisation
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Figure 5.6: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯ variables optimisation
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∆E > −40MeV < 20MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mJ/ψ > 3.085GeV < 3.110GeV








K0S time of flight —
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 6
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —








S/B (25± 2) ·10−3
5.2.1.6 J/ψ → K+K− pi0
Variables Cuts
Fisher > 0.50
Veto pi0 > 0.50
Veto φ —
Veto D0 —
∆E > −55MeV < 25MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mJ/ψ > 3.070GeV < 3.115GeV







Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 6
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the J/ψ frame —
|νMissing| —








S/B (9.3± 1.0) ·10−3
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5.2.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ






∆E > −50MeV < 30MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mηc > 2.940GeV < 3.010GeV
Prob (ηc fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 7
γ lateral momentum < 4
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the ηc frame < 0.8
|νMissing| —







S/B (15.5± 0.8) ·10−3
5.2.2.2 ηc → pi+ pi−K+K−
Variables Cuts
Fisher > 0.50
Veto pi0 > 1
Veto φ —
Veto D0 —
∆E > −50MeV < 30MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mηc > 2.950GeV < 3.010GeV
Prob (ηc fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 8
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the ηc frame < 0.7
|νMissing| —







S/B (34± 2) ·10−3
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5.2.2.3 ηc → pi±K∓K0S
Variables Cuts
Fisher > 0.40
Veto pi0 > 1
Veto φ —
Veto D0 —
∆E > −50MeV < 30MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mηc > 2.950GeV < 3.010GeV
Prob (ηc fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 7
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the ηc frame < 0.7
|νMissing| —








5.2.2.4 ηc → K+K− pi0
Variables Cuts
Fisher > 0.50
Veto pi0 > 1
Veto φ —
Veto D0 —
∆E > −50MeV < 30MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mηc > 2.950GeV < 3.010GeV
Prob (ηc fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 8
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the ηc frame < 0.7
|νMissing| —







S/B (68± 8) ·10−3
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∆E > −60MeV < 30MeV
Prob (B fit) > 0.001
mηc > 2.950GeV < 3.020GeV
Prob (ηc fit) > 0.0001
Number of crystals hit by the γ ≥ 8
γ lateral momentum —
γ Zernike momentum (4, 2) —
γ Direction relative to K± in the ηc frame < 0.8
|νMissing| —









Next paragraph presents the branching ratios measurement. Due to the high backgrounds
of almost all the channels, I have chosen to consider only hadronic decays with S/
√
B of at
least 1. This limits the number of anlysed channels to two:
· B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψ γ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯





n this chapter, after a brief introduction on the techniques used to extract and set the
signal upper limit from data, I present the results I have obtained for the two channels
of interest:
· B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψ γ, and J/ψ→pi+ pi− p p¯
· B±→hcK± with hc→ ηc γ, and ηc→pi±K∓K0S
6.1 Unbinned maximum likelihood fit
A likelihood function L (~p; ~x) is defined as the probability distribution function of an observ-
able ~X evaluated for a measurement ~x, and treated as function of the probability distribution
parameters ~p.
Suppose it has been made n measurements ~x1, . . . ~xn of an observable ~X, with probability
distribution f (~x|~p) then the likelihood function is L (~p; ~x1, . . . ~xn) = f (~x1|~p) · · · f (~xn|~p).
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit, looks for the parameters ~p that maximize the likeli-
hood. It is easy to demonstrate that the parameters ~p obtained with this method approximate
the real parameters ~p? in the limit of high statistics.
Indeed
lnL (~p; ~x1, . . . ~xn) =
n∑
i=1
ln f (~xi|~p) (6.1)
and with enough statistics this can be rewritten
lnL (~p; ~x1, . . . ~xn) = n
∫
ln f (~x|~p) f (~x|~p?) d~x (6.2)
Then











when ~p = ~p?















It could be also demonstrated that the matrix





asymptotically is definite negative.
Using a notation common in several likelihood-based analyses, the plots in this chapter
show the negative of the logarithm of the likelihood (NLL = − lnL) in place of the plain
likelihood.
6.1.1 Fit quality
To evaluate the quality of the unbinned maximum likelihood fits, I use toy Monte Carlos.
This means that if I obtained the parameters ~p from the likelihood fit on n data events,
then I use these parameters as input to generate other n events randomly distributed as
f (~x|~p). These fake events are fitted with the same maximum likelihood algorithm, and this
procedure is iterated on other m experiments.
In that way I can obtain the distribution f (NLL) for the NLL variable calculated from
an unbinned maximum likelihood fit of n events distributed as f (~x|~p). This distribution can
be used to calculate the probability of obtaining a worse fit of the one obtained on data.





Number of MC experiments with NLL > NLLExp
m
(6.6)
6.1.2 Measure precision and confidence levels
The probability of measuring ~p given ~x1, . . . ~xn (f (~p|~x1, . . . ~xn)) is called conditional proba-
bility distribution of the parameters ~p.
This probability distribution must be known in order to evaluate the precision on the mea-
surement of the parameters ~p. It can be determined applying the Bayes theorem: f (a&b) =
f (a|b) f (b) = f (b|a) f (a).
f (~p|~x1, . . . ~xn) = f (~x1, . . . ~xn|~p) f (~p)
f (~x1, . . . ~xn)
=
f (~x1, . . . ~xn|~p) f (~p)∫
f (~x1, . . . ~xn|~p) f (~p) d~p (6.7)
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Note that f (~x1, . . . ~xn|~p) is the likelihood.
Usually f (~p) is not known, and treated as a constant. This choice is rather questionable.
I return later in this section on the problem.
f (~p|~x1, . . . ~xn) = L (~p; ~x1, . . . ~xn)∫
L (~p; ~x1, . . . ~xn)d~p
(6.8)
The values of ~p that have the highest probability are the ones obtained form the maximum
likelihood fit. However it is also important to estimate the confidence interval I of values of
~p whose integral probability is a prefixed number called confidence level (CL).
In other words:
f (~pa|~x1, . . . ~xn) ≥ f (~pb|~x1, . . . ~xn) ∀~pa ∈ I, ~pb /∈ I (6.9)∫
I
f (~p|~x1, . . . ~xn) d~p = CL (6.10)
















f (p1, . . . pi, . . . pk|~x1, . . . ~xn) dp1 · · · dpi · · · dpk = CL
(6.11)
However as I have remarked before assuming f (~p) constant is not always possible. For
the branching fraction measurement this is obviously false as it is known that f (Br) = 0 for
Br < 0. Moreover the point 0 is a real special point. Even if it is a set of measure zero,
probably people would give anyway some probability to this point. This means that f (~p)
must contain a delta function too.
My analysis obtains the branching fraction upper limit using a more complex technique:
I consider separately the probability distribution functions s (~x|~ps) for the signal, and b (~x|~pb)
for the background. The overall distribution is
f (~x|~ps, ~pb, η) = η s (~x|~ps) + (1− η) b (~x|~pb) (6.12)
where η is the fraction of signal events. The background distribution is determined from data
events, while the signal distribution is obtained from signal Monte Carlo events.
The method considers the quantity
X =
Ls+b (x1, . . . xn; ~ps, ~pb, η)
Lb (x1, . . . xn; ~pb)
(6.13)
This quantity has the property to increase monotonically[65][66] for increasingly signal-like
(decreasingly background-like) experiments. The confidence in the signal plus background
hypothesis is given by the probability that X is less than or equal to the value observed in
the experiment XObs.
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CLs+b = Ps+b (X ≤ XObs) (6.14)
At the same way it could be evaluated the confidence of the background-only hypothesis
as
CLb = Pb (X ≤ XObs) (6.15)
Finally the ratio CLs = CLs+b/CLb is considered. It could be demonstrated that in the





L (s, b; n)ds∫ +∞
0
L (s, b; n)ds
(6.16)
where s and b are the expeted signal and background events, and n is the number of events
observed.
6.1.3 The CLs algorithm
To set the signal upper limit, first of all the 5.2 < mES < 5.3GeV, 3.2 < m(cc¯)H < 3.8GeV
region is divided into 20× 20 bins. For each bin the expected number of background events,
the expected number of signal events, and the number of observed data events is computed.
Background and signal expected numbers are obtained respectively from fits on data side-
bands, and signal Monte Carlo. More details are given in next sections.
Then the X value is calculated: it is the product of Poissonian terms. Then generating
100000 toy Monte Carlos it has been possible to calculate the probabilities CLs+b, the CLb,
and finally their ratio, CLs.
If CLs < α, the signal hypothesis is considered excluded at 1−α of confidence level[65][66][1].
Changing the fraction η of signal, it is possible to find the value of η for which CLs = α.
This value of η is used to set the upper limit at 1 − α of confidence level on the number of
expected signal events, and on the channel branching fraction.
It is important to note that CLs is not a real upper limit. However using CLs for the
upper limit evaluation, a more conservative result is obtained[1].





where NObserved signal events = NObserved data events × η and, assuming BR
(
Υ(4S)→B+B−) =
50%, NB± events = NBB¯pairs.
In the next paragraphs, both the unbinned maximum likelihood fit, and the upper limits
obtained with this method are presented for two interesting channels.
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Figure 6.1: Significance of the signal fraction parameter (left) and fit quality (right) of the
bidimensional fit on B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯.
6.2 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ results
6.2.1 Bidimensional fit in mES–mχc 1
Three components are assumed to contribute to the sample:
· Signal: described with a Gaussian in mES and m(cc¯)H
· Peaking background: described with a Gaussian and a second order polynomial in
m(cc¯)H
· Combinatorial background: described with an Argus function in mES and a second
order polynomial in m(cc¯)H
The B± and χc 1 masses are fixed to the PDG values[1], and the widths of the peaks are
obtained form signal Monte Carlo fits (Table 6.1). Combinatorial background parameters
and relative peaks height are left free.
Figure 6.2 shows the fitted function superimposed to data points, and Monte Carlo dis-
tributions. Figure 6.1 shows the fit quality, and significance of the signal fraction parameter.
The measured signal fraction is 5± 3. The probability of obtaining a worse fit is 42.8± 1.6%.
As my result is compatible with 0 within 2σ, in Paragraph 6.2.3 I calculate the upper






Table 6.1: Fixed parameters values
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Figure 6.2: mES–mχc 1 bidimensional fit of B
±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯. Signal
is in solid light green, peaking background in solid dark green, and Argus background in dashed
dark green.
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6.2.2 Cross-checks
As cross-check, a 3σ cut is applied on mES (5.271 < mES < 5.287GeV), and the χc 1 mass
only is fitted with a first order polynomial for the background, and a Gaussian distribution
for the signal.
Gaussian parameters are still fixed to the ones of Table 6.1.
Fit results are shown in Figure 6.3. The measured signal fraction is 6±3. The probability
of obtaining a worse fit is 47.5± 1.6%.
Finally I perform a second cross-check splitting the bidimensional distribution in slices of
30MeV in mχc 1 and then fitting each slice in mES with an Argus function plus a Gaussian
peak. Gaussian parameters are still fixed. The plot in Figure 6.4 shows the number of
expected signal events for each slice.
Figure 6.3: mχc 1 fit of B
±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯. In the top plot signal
fit is in solid light green, and background fit in solid dark green. The two bottom plots are
respectively the significance of the signal fraction parameter (left) and the fit quality (right).
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Figure 6.4: Scan in mχc 1 for B
±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯.
6.2.3 Upper limit evaluation
I still assume that the three components contribute to the sample: signal, peaking background,
and Argus-shaped background.
For the signal the central values are set from the PDG[1], while the widths are obtained
from a fit on the signal Monte Carlo events alone. Backgrounds are described with an Argus
function plus a peak in mES, and with a second order polynomial in m(cc¯)H .
Background peak has the average value fixed to the PDG B± mass. mES and m(cc¯)H
distributions are fitted with a bidimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit on real data,
where the signal region 5.271 < mES < 5.287GeV, 3.4 < m(cc¯)H < 3.6GeV has been removed.
Using these probability distribution functions as input for the CLs algorithm described in
Paragraph 6.1.3, I am able to calculate CLs in function of η (Figure 6.5). The upper limit
set for this channel is 14 events at the 90% of confidence level.
Combining this result with then number of B± events of page 44, and the efficiency of
Figure 6.5: CLs distribution as a function of the number of observed events. The upper limit at
90% of confidence level is obtained looking for the number of events corresponding to a CLs of
10%. This is satisfied by the red point at N = 14.
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Figure 6.6: Fit quality (right) of the bidimensional fit on B±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and
ηc→pi±K∓K0S.




)× BR (χc 1→J/ψγ)× BR (J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯) < 1.5·10−6 90% C.L. (6.18)




)× BR (χc 1→J/ψγ)× BR (J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯) = (1.3± 0.3) ·10−6 (6.19)
6.3 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ results
6.3.1 Bidimensional fit in mES–mhc
I have followed the same procedure described in Paragraph 6.2.1 for the χc 1 analysis with
three components: signal, peaking background, and Argus-shaped background.
The B± mass is fixed to PDG value[1], and hc mass to the E835 measured value[23].
Widths of the peaks are fixed to the signal Monte Carlo events (Table 6.2). Combinatorial
background parameters and the relative peaks height are left free.
Figure 6.7 shows the fitted function superimposed to data points, and Monte Carlo dis-







Table 6.2: Fixed parameters values
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Figure 6.7: mES–mhc bidimensional fit of B
±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and ηc→pi±K∓K0S. Signal is in
solid light green, peaking background in solid dark green, and Argus background in dashed dark
green.
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Figure 6.8: mhc fit of B
±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and ηc→pi±K∓K0S. In the top plot, the signal fit is
in solid light green, and background fit in solid dark green, while in the bottom one it is shown
the fit quality.
Figure 6.9: Scan in mhc for B
±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and ηc→pi±K∓K0S.
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(−0± 2 events). There is no evidence of signal. Figure 6.6 summarises the overall fit quality:
the probability of obtaining a worse fit is 16.7± 1.2%.
6.3.2 Cross-checks
In analogy with χc 1 cross-checks, I have applied a cut on mES (5.271 < mES < 5.287GeV),
and I have fitted with a first order polynomial for the background, and a Gaussian distribution
for the signal the hc mass only.
Gaussian parameters are still fixed to the
Figure 6.10: CLs distribution as a function
of the number of observed events. The up-
per limit at 90% of confidence level is ob-
tained looking for the number of events cor-
responding to a CLs of 10%. This is satisfied
by the red point at N = 4.6.
ones of Table 6.2.
Fit results are shown in Figure 6.8. The
measured signal fraction is negative: −1 ± 3.
The probability of obtaining a worse fit is 0.1±
0.2%.
Finally I split the bidimensional distribution
in slices of 30MeV inmχc 1 . Then I fit each slice
in mES with an Argus function plus a Gaus-
sian peak. Gaussian parameters are still fixed.
Figure 6.9 shows the number of expected signal
events for each slice.
6.3.3 Upper limit evaluation
I apply the same fits and procedures described in Paragraph 6.2.3.
I observe less than 4.6 events at the 90% of confidence level for this channel. Figure 6.10
shows the CLs distribution.
Combining this result with then number of B± events of page 44, and the efficiency of





× BR (ηc→pi±K∓K0S)× BR (K0S→pi+pi−) < 4.8·10−7 90% C.L. (6.20)
Using the PDG value for the branching ratio BR
(
ηc→pi±K∓K0S
) × BR (K0S→pi+pi−) =




)× BR (hc→ηcγ) < 8.0·10−5 90% C.L. (6.21)
To compare this result with the one obtained by the Belle Collaboration[67], and with the one
predicted by P. Colangelo et al.[40], I assume a branching fraction of 50% for hc→ηcγ.




< 1.6·10−4. This result set a more stringent





lies below the P. Colangelo et al. range[40] (2 – 14) ·10−4.
Conclusions
T
he first aim of this thesis was the search of the hc charmonium state in the process
B±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and ηc decaying into hadrons. The analysis has been realized
using the data collected at the BaBar experiment during 5 years of data taking. The
total analysed integrated luminosity is 210.487 fb−1 and corresponds to (231.7± 1.5) ·106 BB¯
events.
This analysis work has been performed “blind”, using as a “non-blind” control sample the
decay B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ decaying into hadrons. The branching fractions
for this chain are well known[1] and, even if the relevant hadronic decays for ηc and J/ψ are
partially different, the study of this decay has been essential to develop, test, and tune all
the analysis tools.
The reconstructions have been realized using an algorithm, which allows reconstructing
a large number of exclusive hadronic decays. B± meson selection was primely based on a
set of cuts on discriminating variables. The cut values have been optimised with respect to
the S/
√
B ratio using a non-automated, graph-based optimisation algorithm. This method
allowed maximising the sensitivity to observation without a significant efficiency penalization.
Each hadronic decay has been optimised and studied separately.
After the optimisation process, only hadronic decays with an S/
√
B of at least 1 have
been considered for the branching ratio measurement:
· B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯
· B±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ, and ηc→pi±K∓K0S
Then, the analyses of these channels have been finalised with an unbinned maximum likelihood
fit in the mES–m(cc¯)H plane, where mES is the beam constrained mass of the B candidate, and
m(cc¯)H is the mass of either the χc 1 or hc state. The number of events observed is 5± 3 for
B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→J/ψγ, and J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯; and −0± 2 for B±→hcK± with hc→ηcγ,
and ηc→pi±K∓K0S.
Due to the compatibility within 2σ with zero for both results, upper limits have been
calculated using the CLs method[1][65][66]. This is a conservative method to set the upper
limit: it is based on several Monte Carlo generated experiments with different proportions of
signal and background. Background probability distribution functions are obtained from fits
on data, while signal has χc 1 and hc masses fixed to the most recent values[1][23].
With this technique I obtained
· BR (B±→χc 1K±)× BR (χc 1→J/ψγ)× BR (J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯) < 1.5·10−6
· BR (B±→hcK±)× BR (hc→ηcγ)× BR (ηc→pi±K∓K0S)× BR (K0S→pi+pi−) < 4.8·10−7
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BR (χc 1→J/ψγ)×BR (J/ψ→pi+pi−pp¯) = (1.3± 0.3) ·10−6, while the second one, using known
secondary branching fractions[1], gives BR
(
B±→hcK±
)× BR (hc→ηcγ) < 8.0·10−5.





< 1.6·10−4. This sets a more stringent upper limit than the one reported by




< 3.2·10−4[67] and lies below the predicted range[40]
(2 – 14) ·10−4.
Appendix A
Optimisation plots
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ
A.1.1 J/ψ → pi+ pi− pi0




Figure A.2: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi0 variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 101
Figure A.3: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi0 variables optimisation
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Figure A.4: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi0 variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 103
Figure A.5: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi0 variables optimisation
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A.1.2 J/ψ → pi+ pi− pi+ pi−
Figure A.6: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 105
Figure A.7: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
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Figure A.8: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 107
Figure A.9: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
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A.1.3 J/ψ → pi+ pi−K+K−
Figure A.10: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 109
Figure A.11: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
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Figure A.12: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 111
Figure A.13: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
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A.1.4 J/ψ → pi+ pi− p p¯
Presented in Chapter , Figures 5.3, 5.4,5.5 and 5.6.
A.1.5 J/ψ → pi±K∓K0S
Figure A.14: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 113
Figure A.15: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
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Figure A.16: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 115
Figure A.17: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
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Figure A.18: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 117
A.1.6 J/ψ → K+K− pi0
Figure A.19: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
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Figure A.20: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 119
Figure A.21: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
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Figure A.22: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
A.1 B± → χc 1K± with χc 1 → J/ψ γ 121
Figure A.23: B±→χc 1K± with χc 1→ J/ψγ and J/ψ→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
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A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ
A.2.1 ηc → pi+ pi− pi+ pi−
Figure A.24: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 123
Figure A.25: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
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Figure A.26: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 125
Figure A.27: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi− pi+ pi− variables optimisation
126 Optimisation plots
A.2.2 ηc → pi+ pi−K+K−
Figure A.28: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 127
Figure A.29: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
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Figure A.30: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 129
Figure A.31: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi+ pi−K+K− variables optimisation
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A.2.3 ηc → pi±K∓K0S
Figure A.32: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 131
Figure A.33: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
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Figure A.34: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 133
Figure A.35: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
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Figure A.36: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→pi±K∓K0S variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 135
A.2.4 ηc → K+K− pi0
Figure A.37: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
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Figure A.38: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 137
Figure A.39: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
138 Optimisation plots
Figure A.40: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 139
Figure A.41: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K− pi0 variables optimisation
140 Optimisation plots
A.2.5 ηc → K+K−K+K−
Figure A.42: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K−K+K− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 141
Figure A.43: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K−K+K− variables optimisation
142 Optimisation plots
Figure A.44: B±→hcK± with hc→ ηcγ and ηc→K+K−K+K− variables optimisation
A.2 B± → hcK± with hc → ηc γ 143
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